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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The heal t h of its citizens has always been con-
sidered one of the first responsibilities of t he stat e , 1 
yet t he formul ation or specific cout~aes or health instr-
uction by the various states has been comparatively recent . 
The beginning or health instruction., in the United St ates , 
b~gan in the latter part or t he last century when courses 
in physiology and hygiene were introduced into the high 
school curri culum. These were included, however, because 
t he various l egislatures enacted laws requiring t he t each-
ing of harmful effect3 or alcohol , tobacco or narcotics . 2 
During the year s immediately following the First 
World War, a definite queation1ng of t he purposes and 
values of the courses i n the high school curriculum arose .3 
Met hods ot teaching or t he traditional type were also beg-
inning to be questioned, and t he reeling that a narrowed 
emphasis on the memorization or the s t ructure and function 
1 Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary 
Education . Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education. 
(Washington, D.C.: United Printing Office, 1918) p . 10. 
2 Harold Rugg, American Life and the School Cur-
riculum (Boston: Ginn and Company, l93E'fp7 376. -
3 John F. Bobbitt, Curriculum Investigations, 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago , 1926) p . 16. 
2 
or th body were inadequate in furthering that understand~ 
ing of health principles, on which tho intelligent health 
behavior demanded by present day living is based . The 
draft otatistics or 1917-1918 furnished an added impetuo in 
the field of health education, especially in the field of 
physical education and hygiene . 4 
Under thes changing conditions th trend to define 
the moaning and implications ot democracy more clearly also 
became apparent 1n educational thought .5 The curriculum of 
the American Schools was refashioned to meet the needs of 
citiz ns living in a complex industrializod society. Health, 
as a necessity to tha wolfare of t ho individual and the com-
munity received a new emphasis , in tho development of each 
individual to live at hia highest poao1ble levc1 . 6 
It is from this basic point or vie' that courses of 
study, teacher ' s guides and outlineD of study have been pre-
pared or revised during recont yeara . The W. K. Kellogg 
Foundation of Battle Creek, Michigan, has aided some of 
these state curriculum projoet& by grants or money for 
4 Clifford Lee Brownell ~ Principles of Healt h Educa-
tion Applied , (New York: McGraw Hill BoOk Company, Inc. 
1949) p . 2 . 
5 Educational Pol 1c ie3 Commission, Polic ies for 
Education in American Democracy , (Washington, D.C.: National 
Education AOooeiation, 1946) p. 110. 
6 Ibid. p . 203. 
3 
experiments in health education .7 In other stat os the trend 
to link commtmity problem3 in health more clos0ly to the 
instruction ih sehools , was develop d by oommittees working 
in cooperation 't'tith the state d~partments of education 
and in some cases with the atato hoalth aepartments. 8 
Sine courses of study r fleet tho basic philosophy 
or odueat1on of a particular ~tute , as it r lated to the 
needs and requirements of its citizens, a survey of recent 
state health OlWricula ohould reveal that content of subject 
matter:J organization., and teaching method, that are consider .. 
ad most important at the present ttrno . 
It was in the belief that a summary or the cov.rse 
content of stat e cour~ s of study in health education would 
be of valuo and ~1ter st in the llght of present trends in 
curriculum eonstructlon9 that this study was uritten . 
The purpose of this investigation was to atU~vey 
sixteen state courses of study compiled by their respective 
state educatton d.partments ., to cl(;tcrmine t he details or 
content conside~ed most essential 1n health education at 
t he high school level. 
7 J . Minor G1~, Currictuum Principles and Social 
Trends , (U w York: The MaciUllan Company, 1945) p:-551 . 
8 Ibid . p. 570 . 
9 Harold Albert y, Reorganizing t he ~ School 
Curriculum, (New York: Tho Macru11an Company, 1949) p . 54 . 
4 
It was not the purpose of this survey to at tempt to 
oot up a model course or s t udy, or to describe what ouch a 
course or study might be like o It is hoped, however , t hat 
it will represent an accurate analysis of what ia being 
done to further effective heal th teaching in the American 
secondary school, and that it will prove useful in the 
organization or a practical health instruction program. 
CIIAPTER II 
METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 
The first step or the investigation was the socur· 
ing of s tate courses or study by circularizing all forty-
eight state departments of education. Since many otates 
were revising curricula at t he time only those sixteen 
available were included in the study. 
The sixteen st ate bull~tins chosen for the survey were: 
1 . 
2 . 
4. 
s. 
6 . 
Teacher ' s Guide in Health Education f or Secondarl 
Schools . Preparea under the direction-or the Ca ifor -
nia Communit y Health Education Project. California 
St ate Depart ment of Educat ion, Sacramento, California : 
1947. 
A Guide to Health Education f or Idaho Hig~ Schools . 
St ate or-Idaho, Depart ment of Education, oiae 9 Idaho: 1948 . 
Baaic Health Course f or Secondary Schools of Kentuc!ty. 
Depart ment of Education of the CommonwealtElof Kentucky; 
Educational Bulletin No . 3, Frankfort, Kentucky : 1948. 
Policien f or Healt h £! School Age Chil dren 1n Louis-
iana . School Health Policies Committee , Louisiana 
Stat e Department of Education and Healt h; Bull etin 
691~, Baton Rouge , Louisiana: 1949. 
Health Education 1n Seconda£l Schools . Office of the 
Superintendent of Public instruction; Bulletin No . 345, 
Lansing, Michigan: 1947. 
Individual and ComM~~it{ Health . Efficiency for Living. 
Senior CurriCUlum Bul le in No. 14, High Sohoo!:Health 
and Safety Education , State of Mi~~esota, Depart ment of 
Educati on, St . Paul, Minnesot a : 1946. 
Resource Units in Health Education. Prepared as a part 
of th~ Nebraska-school-Community Healt h Program. Nebraska 
Depart ment of Publ i c Instruction. Lincoln, Nebraska : 194~ 
8. 
g. 
10. 
11. 
12 . 
13 . 
14. 
15. 
16 . 
~~gh School Course of Study. Book VI Health and 
y t eal Eaucation .--Stato of Ncvada l Department of 
Education. Carson City, Nevada : 193~ . 
6 
Hoalth Education 1n Secondary Schools . Depart ment or 
Public Instruction. Bismarck, North Dakota : 1950. 
Health Guide Units f or Oregon Teachers . (Gr ades 7 to 
12 ) by Howard S. Hayman . Oregon State Department of 
Education. Salem, O~egon: 1945 . 
Course of Study 1n Health Education for SecondarY 
Schools. Commonwealth or Pennsylvania , Department or 
Public Instruction; Bulletin 313, HarrtsburG 3 Pennsyl-
vania: 1944. 
Health and Physical Educat ion . For Junior and Senior 
Rlgh Sonools . David K. Brace, A:-5. Barnes and Company, 
new York: 1948 . (Formerly, St ate Bulletin No . 444 ). 
Health and Physical Education. Stat e Department or Edu-
caliion,Curriculum Bulletin No . 4. Montpelier , Vermont: 
191~9 . 
Health Education Grades VIII-XII . Materials of instruc-
tion f'or the Secondary SCFiOols of Virginia. Common-
wealt~f Virginia . Bufletin~ State Board or Education, 
Vol . No . XXX No. 6. Richmond , Virginia; 1948 . 
A Teacher ' s Guide in Health Educat i on, Physical Educa-
t i on, and Recreat ion f or ETementary and Secondary 
School~ \'rest Virginia State Dapartment of Education. 
Charles ton , West Virginia : 1947 . 
Desirable Outcomes tn Health and Safety I nGtructi on. 
Guides for £etter scnool healtn7 Wisconoin State Dep-
art ment of Publi c Instruction . Madison, Wisconsin: 194~ 
The problem of analyzing the details of content l isted 
as or foremost impor t ance , inc luded the follo\ring specific 
data: 
1. Organizat ion 
2 . Objectives 
3. Content of Subject Matter 
4. Direction of Learnings 
A • r.tethods 
B. Activities 
c. Material s 
D. Evaluations 
7 
In selecting these particular areas of curricul um 
content f or evaluat ion, the following check listn wer.e used : 
1. 
2 . 
Evaluation Criteria (Section D-7 ) Health and 
Safety. Cooperative Study of Secondary SChOol 
Standards , American Council on Education . 
A Check List for tho Survey of Health and Physical 
Education-Pro~ms in Secondary Schools:- The 
Department of Pubiic-Instruction3 Lansing, Miohigen. 
A Checl~ Liat f or Surveying t he Secondary School 
Health Progr~ Stanford University Press , 
Stanford University . 
In the first named cheek list the special character-
istics or health instruction were listed, Rnd proved of val ue 
in isolating the factors to consider in evaluating courses 
of this nature . 
In the second and third check lists onl y the sections 
pertaining to health instruction as ouch, were used . 
Procedures in Curriculum Research as given by 
Frederick Lamson ~lhitney in Elements of Research were al so 
used as a basis or developing the evaluat1on. 1 
The next chapter will contain a brief review of the 
literature or investigations similar to the one at hand . 
1 F1•ederick Lamson Whitney, The Elements of Research 
(New York: Prenti ce-Hall, Inc. 1950)P. 356 . -
CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Considerable research in curriculum revision has been 
in progress the past fc ycaru ~l but only ~ brief sucmary of 
studi s related to the work at hand will be presented here . 
Dav1e,2 in his reviei of surveys or health and physi· 
cal education traces the history of educational surveys . He 
found that as early as 1899 the Chicago City School~ Survey 
included an evaluation or health education. Other surveys 
that included a description of the health program were 
those of the city ayatens of Boise, Idaho; BaltimOl.,e , Nary-
landJ and Portland, Oregon . 
His conclu"31ons aa to the general adm1n1st:t•ation and 
organization or courses of instruction in health, i11ust rat-
f)d that the need for a philosophy or basic potnt of vic'\'r 
in devel oping a course of study was necessary to tts 
effective functioning . His comprehensive check lists in the 
appendix present ed much of the same prooedure as the mat erial 
1 Fl--~dertck Lamson Wh1 tnoy, The Element a of Research (New York: Pr'ontioe-Hall , Inc . 1950) pp. 347·386.-
2 Elwood Craig Davio , Methods and Techniques Used in 
Survoytng Hoalth nnd Phloical Education-In Citl Schoo~-­(New York : Bureau of Publications , Teachers Col lege , 
Col umbia University, 1932) pp . 10-21, p. 108. 
9 
in the three eheclt lists used in this study . 
La Po~te~3 in the Eighth ~~unl Report of the 
Committee on Curriculum Research also listed the determin-
ation or objectives and aims as of first importance and 
stated that the selection and adaptati~n of activities 
·must be adopted to the learnera needs. 
Southworth, La·timer and Turner , 4 in a atatet-lide 
survey to determine health inst ruction in Massachusetts D 
found 111 general that the course contcn·t did not parallel 
the intcl"'est a or the s t udents L~ high s chool at that time. 
Numerous student questions indicated an interest in personal 
rat her than eom.11un:'..t y health. Sex educat;l on, altho 1gh not 
lnoluded in the quest ionnaire, also ranked high in interest. 
The Wellesley College Studies ~ 5 revealed that in 
order t o be effective in practice, healt h couroes must be 
organized from the vie~~oint of student objectives and 
interests . 
3 Wi lliam Ral ph LaPorte 3 ~Eighth Annual Roport or 
the Committee on CurriculWll Research", The Researoh Quarterly, pp . 7-199, October, 1936 . ---
4 Warren Southworth, Jean Latimer and Clair Turner J 
nA Study of the Health Praotio s , Knowledge , At;titudca and 
Intel. .. esta of Senior High School Pupils" , The Research 
Quarterly, 13:113-136, May, 1944 . ---
5 The Faculty , "Wellcsloy Collego Studies in Hygiene 
and Physical Education", Tho Research Quarterl y , 9:5-9 
l·1arch .il 1938 . 
10 
The part the entire health program plays in effect-
ive health teaching was again pointed out by Strachan,7 in 
that appreciations and attitudes were really the hoped-for 
goals of the instruction. 
Steinhaus8 suggested the need for school-community 
cooperation in building courses of study. 
This is again emphasized by Hungate9 in his 
discussion of the newer practices in curriculum planning 
in health instruction in the state of Nebraska. 
The problem of organizing health instruction 
effectively in the high school was investigated by 
coopslO and others. Their report presented criteria as 
to organization and teaching methods similar to those 
suggested by the three check lists used in this report. 
7 Louise Strachan, ''Appraising School Health 
Education", The Journal of Health and Ph¥sical Education 
9:11 January:-1940. -- ---
8 Arthur H. Steinhaus, "Health Education in the 
United States", Journal of the American Association for 
Health, Physical Education and Recreation. 20:305-6.---
May, 1949. -
9 Vernon E. Hungate, 11A Statewide School-Community 
Health Program", Journal of the American Association for 
Health Physical Education and Recreation. 21:148. ---
l-iarch, 1950. 
10 Helen Coops, et al, "Fitting Health Instruction 
into the High School Schedule", The Journal of Health and 
Physical Education" 19:594-95, 629, November, 1948. 
11 
Troester and Avory11 concluded that many inadequac-
ies in our school health progr.am should be remedied through 
appropriate leg1Blat1on. While this report for the most 
part dealt with health services , it stressed t he part the 
oehoola must play in sol ving the health probl ema of the 
youth of the state. 
In analyzing t he healt h interests of' three thousand 
high school otudent a of California, Lant agno12 concluded 
that there is great er need for exploring student needs in 
developing eurri oula , and for emphasizing content t hat 
deal o directly with those topi cs that l oad in importance. 
Byrctl3 listed the health probl ems that investieatora 
consider essential in course conteut in health instruction . 
These ohould be based on l earning exiJeriencca t hat are 
:Juggested by the neade and interests of atudentB . 
The concluding evidence of this sampling of 
l i t eratUl"'c in the fiel d seemed to point to t he f ollowing 
facts : 
11 Troester, Carl A. and Avery, Elizabeth S., 
"Legtsl atton for School Healt h Services", Journal of tho 
American Aaaooiation f or Health Physical Education-an~ 
Rocreation, ~1 :7 January,1951}. -
12 J otJeph Lantagne, "An Analyais of the Health 
Interest s or 3000 Secondary School Students of California" 6 
The Research ~u~rtcrly, 21:1, March, 1950. 
13 Oliver S. Byr d , "Health Problems or Signific-
ance for Course and Curriculum Construction" , '!'ho 
Research Quarterly, 2lz3-21, March, 1950. ---
12 
1. The inatruction nhould concern 1tsel£ with the 
organization of meaningful and sequential 
learning experiences based on the charaoteriat1co , 
needs and interests of youth. 
2. Tho activit ies of the home and comma~ity play a 
large part in the learning of youth, and cooper-
ation of nchoolo, home , comnunity, and state 
are essential , if the most effective type of 
h alth instruction is to be provided . 
CHAPTER IV 
ORGANIZATION 
In a study of the basis of planning a high s chool 
curriculum in health education, it is important to under-
stand the general organization in which the instruction is 
to t ake place . In this investigation the organization of 
instruction of the sixteen state courses of s tudy were 
analyzed in accordance with the check lists suggested by 
the American Council of Education.1 These were: 
1. A planned program of sequential topics or units 
in health and safety instruction is provided in 
appropriate courses in grades 7 through 12. 
2. Provisions are made for staff members to plan 
the health and safety instruction programs 
cooperatively. 
3. At least one course in health and safety is 
provided for pupils in grades 7, 8, and 9 . 
4. At least one course in health and safety is 
provided for pupils in grades 10, 11, or 12. 
s. Driver education is offered to prospect ive 
drivers at the appropria te age level. 
6. Courses in health meet a sufficient number of 
periods per week. 
7. Planned instruction in safety is given in each 
subject area of the secondary school when such 
instruction is appropriate. 
1 Coopera tive Study of Secondary School Standards, 
Health and Safety Section D-7 of the Evaluative Criteria. 
(Washington, D.c. American Council of Education, 1950) p.109 
14 
CALIFORNIA 
In the California guide in health instruction a 
pl anned program of sequential topics or unlts in health and 
safety were prov1ded. 2 Suggestions for provisions for staff 
members to plan this program cooperatively were included. A 
specific course of four units was outlined to meet the needs 
or ninth and tenth graders , and a similar organization of 
four units for the eleventh and twelfth grade was suggested. 
The subjec t s in which these units were most appro-
priately taught were listed; these classes meeting a suffi-
cient number of periods a week. Safety Education and 
alcohol and narcotics instruction w~re included in the sub-
j ect matter content. The health instruction program was to 
be required of all students to be based on student i nterests 
and needs, both present and future; and to be taught from 
the functional point of view. Direct teaching in health 
was ~ndica ted in the guide, with areas of correlation in 
the fields of Social Studies , the Sciences and Home Econo-
m:tcs suggested. 
2 California Community Health Education Project, 
Teacher•n Guide in Health Education for Secondary Schools. 
(Sacramento, California: California State Department of 
Educatton, 1947 ) pp . 24-5 · 
15 
IDAHO 
The Idaho guide presents a slightly different type 
of organization . 3 Here the program of instruction was 
organized around six major health problems ba~ed on a sur-
vey conducted in 1947 by the Depart ment of Educat~.on to 
determine the specific areas in t·th1ch instruction was 
needful. The area of conservation of human resources was 
recommended as the basic content at the high school level, 
nnd the six major study problems were suggested as a basis 
for units in this area. Among these six were a ur1it on 
Narcotics and Stimulants and a unit on Safety and First 
Aid . Driver Education \tTas discussed in a separate bulle-
tin. 
KF.NTUCKY 
The Kentucky program required a cotwse of sequen-
tial topics in basic health at the high school level, to 
be given for one year. 1~ Beginning in 1948 health was to 
be included tn each pupil' s progr am of daily living and 
learning , wi th the inference tha t health instruction not 
3 Stnte of Idaho, Department of Education, A Guide 
to Health Education for Idaho Schools. (Boise, Idaho: The 
Department, 1948)jpp:-3-4. 
4 Cornmommal th of Kentucky, Department of Educa-
tion, Basic Healt~ Course for ~ndary Schools ~Kentucky. 
(Frankfort_, Kentucky: The Deportnent, 19liU) p. 37. 
16 
included in the basic requirement was to be taught inciden-
tally in related areas. The course content was determined 
by a thorough s t udy of the economical and s ocial f actors 
affecting health in Kentuclcy. This project which \'las 
prompted by the draft statistics of Kentuclcy for 1940 was 
aided by t he W. K. Kello~e Foundation a t Battle Creek~ 
Michigan. A basis for cooperative planning was l aid in a 
bulletin growing out of this experiment entitled Planning 
the School ~ealth Pro~ in the Secondary Schools of 
Kentuc~. This bulletin was developed as a companion 
bulletin to the Basic Health Course Bulletin. Safety and 
Driver Education were included in the sixteen units sug-
gested for the basic course tn health, thus fulfilling this 
particular requirement . 
LOUISIANA 
The Louisiana bulletin provided a very flexible 
progr am in health 1nstruction.5 Those in charge of planning 
the health instruction progr am were urged to base their 
subject units on the present and anticipated needs of boys 
5 School Health Policies Committee, Policies for 
Health of School A6e Chi ldren in Louisiana . {Bat on Rouge, 
Louisiana : Louis i ana State Departments of Educat i on and 
Health , 1949 ) p .ll . 
17 
and girls . Health courses were t aught for a daily period 
for one semester in the ninth or tenth grades~ and also for 
one semester in the eleventh or t\velfth e;rade3 . Credi t 
~ras given for gr adua tion and planned instruction in safety 
was recommended in each subject i n which it applies . Pro-
visions ro~ planning the health progr am was indicated and 
the necessity for cooper3t1on and coordination in all 
branches of the school l'las stressed . The bulletin was an 
outline of policies to be follo\'ted rather than a hard-and-
fast course of study. It listed four important areas of 
heul"ch instruction that should be included in gener al health 
instruction and indicated that a cycle pl an of sequence as 
a conti nua t ion of elementary instruction might be most 
effec t ive tn teaching organization . 
foliCHIGAN 
'.i'he f.11.chtgan course of study also provided a 
6 flexible pr<)gram or health instruction. No definite plan 
of sequential units t'lere prepared; l."a ther, l al"gc areos of 
health l'Ihich 1 t ~ras fcl ·c shoul d be encompassed to make the 
secondary program function \·wre recormnended. 
6 Department of Public Instruction~ Heal th Educa-
t. ion in Secondarl §chools . (Lansing , Michigan: The 
Superintendent of Pu.blic I11JJtruct1on, 19q.7) :pp . ?-9 . 
18 
Much space was given to a discussion of cooperative 
pl anning of both the total school health organization and 
the i nst ruc t ional progr am . A cool."dination of this total 
program ''Vi th the community was evidenced i n thi s report . 
Health as an i ntegral part of the school curriculum was the 
keynote of the entire bul letin witl1 all t ypes of l nstru.c-
tional approaches suggested; 1. t he rel ated curriculum 
areas; 2."common learni ngsn; 3. core curri culum; 4. spec ial 
health clasnes . The integrated or core curriculum was 
probably given the preference as most desirable £or pl an-
ning the ins truction. Temperance and driver education and 
safety 1~ere incl uded in the required areas . 
MINNESOTA 
In the course outline for Health Education in 
Minnesota a definitely pl anned sequence of units t-'/as 
developed.7 Cooperat ive planning by al l teachers teaching 
health and those t eaching in oub j ec t mat ter fields tha t 
includ~ h~ulth topics Nas suggested . This pl an was to 
provide for adequate standards of a chievement; since several 
cycle pl ans were i n use i n many of the element ary and 
7 State of Minnesota, Depar tment of Educat ion, 
Individual and Corll!!tunit* Health Effiui ency f2E. Liv:l~~ · (St . Paul , Minnesota: T1e Department, 1946) pp . 13-2 . 
19 
secondary schools of the state. This plan was also to pre-
vent needless overlapping and duplication between subjects 
and grades. The course of study suggested that classes in 
direct health teaching meet two to five times a week. 
Correlation was suggested in related fields of science, 
home economics, social studies and physical educa tion. 
Driver education and safety, also temperance education were 
included in the required list of subject matter. The core-
curriculum as a means of teaching health was not as evident 
in the Minnesota program as in that of Michigan. 
NEBRASKA 
In 1944 the State Department of Public Instruction, 
the State Department of Health, and the State Department of 
Assistance and Child Welfare of Nebraska cooperated in 
sponsoring a school-community health program with the pur-
pose of planning for more effective action in health. The 
course of study for health educa tion was developed using 
resource units as type studies, or guides in the planning 
of health education.8 Two main areas were held essential 
for the high school; nutritions and communicable disease . 
8 Nebraska School-Community Health Program, 
Resource Units in Health Education. (Lincoln4 Nebraska: Nebraska Department of Public Instruction, 19 9) p. 1 • 
20 
It was not stated in which of the three high school 
gr ades these units were to be presented. Safety, Driver 
Education and Temperance Education were not listed in these 
resource units. 
NEVADA 
The Nevada course of study stipulated tha t inte-
grated with the physical education courses four units of 
health instruction must be taught. 9 One of these courses 
must be t aught each year in any order, but all four must be 
t aught in a four year period . At least one period a week 
of this direct health instruction should be t aught, or two 
periods a week for a semester. Traffic and other safety 
comprised one of the four main course units recommended for 
a year ' s study . 
No plan to provide for cooperative staff pl anning 
of these health progr ams was indicated in the course of 
study. 
NORTH DAKOTA 
In the Stat e Course of Study for Health Educa tion 
a t the Secondary Schools for North Dakot a a one semes t er 
9 State of Nevada, Department of Education, High 
School Course of StJtJY Book VI. (Carson Ci ty, Ne vada : 
The Department, 193 p . 5· 
21 
10 
course was recommended. It suggested tha t special 
instruction in health also be provided in those related 
courses which touch on personal and community health, as 
through courses in bi ology, physiology, physical education 
and the social sciences; this instruction to be well 
integrated. 
This course or study was a tentative one and 
suggested r a ther than stated practices . Much value was 
placed on the incidental teaching of health through physi-
cal education classes. The course of study did not list 
procedures for the instruction of safety or driver educa-
t i on. There was no definite statement made as to policies 
that would aid cooperative planning by staff members or 
of coordinating community needs into the instruction. 
OREGON 
Under a bill passed in 1945 i t was required that 
all schools of Oregon include instruction in a specific 
list of ten health areas . Included in this was s afety 
education which touched on some aspects of traffic 
10 Department of Public Instruction, Health 
Education in Secondarr Schools. (Bismarck, North Dakota: 
The Department, 1950) p . 1. 
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11 
safety. A previous bill had already made mandatory 
instruction in the effects of alcoholic drinks, stimulants 
and narcotics. These eleven units were listed according 
to a four-cycle plan in the course of study, each area 
being emphasized four times during the entire twelve years 
of school . All eleven ureas were thus listed in the course 
for the tenth, eleventh and twelfth gr ades . Sufficient 
time to present the subject matter effecti vely was allotted 
in the t i me schedule by requiring class periods for each. 
Much of the planning as to sequence and procedure has been 
done but that additional pl anning should occur, was indi-
cated by the recommendation that a health coordinator be 
appointed whose express role it would be to further cooper-
a tion in the health program within the s chool and the 
community . 
PENNSYLVANIA 
The organization of the health instruc t ion in 
Pennsylvania12 provided tha t one period per week be required 
ll Howard s. Hoyman, 
Teachers. (Salem, Oregon: E. 
Oregon, 1945) pp . 3-11. 
Health Guide Units for Oregon 
c. Brown Trust, University of 
12 Commonwealth of Pennsylvania , Department of 
Public Instruction, Course of Study in Health Education for 
Secondar{ Schools. (HarrisOurg , Pennsylvania: The Depart-
ment, 19 4) pp . 12-15 · 
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of all pupils in the senior high schools ; this time to be 
exclusive of the two periods per week required for physica l 
education. This was stipulated as the minimum requirement, 
made mandatory by the s chool laws of Pennsylvania. Inci-
dental and integrated health instruction was also strongly 
urged . A pl anned pr ogram of sequential studies, arranged 
according to a cycle plan listed the areas considered as 
minimum essential s in the health instruction program. 
Grad~s ten, eleven and twelve were therefore assigned units 
specified for them. Cooperative planning within the school 
was suggested as a means of correlating the instruction and 
developing a coordinated program. Home and community 
endeavors in the field of health were a l so considered 
important in the general planning . A definite unit pro-
vided for driver and safety education, and a unit on 
alcohol, narcoti cs , and s timulants was i ncluded . 
TEXAS 
The Texas Handbook of Instruction t n Health Educa-
tion and Phlsical Educa tion for Junior and Senior lli3h 
Schools, State Bullet in No . 444> a s t a t e course of s tudy, 
was revised by Dr. D. K. Br ace and published over his 
authorship by the A. S . Barnes Publishing Company as Health 
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and Physical Education for Junior and Senior High Schools. 13 
This planned program of units of instruction, 
included twenty units for the secondary level. These units 
were intended as a guide and not as a text book of minimum 
essentials. 
The Texas course of health instruction was designed 
to provide at least one full .year of high school instruction 
in daily class periods of the standard length. This year, 
it was felt, should be the minimum and should be required 
of all high school students in order that an adequa te 
knowledge of health be obtained by the entire school popu-
lation. Safety Education was included in the course . 
It was indicated that all aspects of the school 
environment contributed to the learning situation in health 
and that adverse attitudes and conditions in the rest of the 
school program would condition the health learning, but no 
definite provision for staff planning on a cooperative basis 
was indicated. The course of study was develope~ coopera-
tively however, by teachers and administrators of Texas, in 
a conference-laboratory workshop at the University of Texas 
in the summer of 1944, assisted by the W. K. Kellogg Foun-
dation of Battle Creek, ~tchtgan. 
13 David K. Brace, Health and Physical Education for 
Junior and Senior High Schools. (New York: A. S. Barnes ana-
Company:-1948) pp. 25-28. 
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VER~10NT 
The State Department of Education in Montpelier, 
Vermont, Curriculum Bulletin for Health and Phys i cal Educa-
tion listed six definite health areas which are to be 
emphasized in the senior high s choo1. 14 It recognized the 
trend in health instruction to offer a course of five 
periods a week for at least one semester in the ninth or 
tenth grades; and for five periods a week in the eleventh 
or twelfth grades . It provided for a flexible program and 
suggested that teachers worl{ out their own course in terms 
of local needs and situations. Correla tion With community 
projects in health was recommended, and planning for 
definite policies through a school health council was urged. 
Driver Education and Safety were provided for in the course . 
The problem of narcotics and stimulants was also presented. 
VIRGINIA 
The Commonwealth of Virginia also organized a 
School-Community Health Education Program with assistance 
from the W. K. Kellogg Foundation of Battle , Creek, Michi-
gan.15 The State Department of Health and the State Depart-
14 State Department of Education, Curriculum Bul-
letin Health and Physical Education. (Montpelier, Vermont: 
The Departmen~l949 ) p . 7. 
15 State Board of Education, Health Education Grades 
VIII to XII (Richmond, Virginia: Commonwealth of Virginia, 
Division of Purchase and Printing, 1948 ) pp. 9-24. 
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ment of Education joined in this experiment to determine 
on a course of study in health education. Thirteen school 
systems, both \fllite and Negro participated . 
In Virginia the secondary school pattern includes 
the e ighth grade, which involved a slightly different 
arrangement of health instruction plaru1ing. It appeared as 
a five year plan with a two-cycle program in which gr ades 
eight, ni ne and ten, studied a definite progression of 
units; this was then repeated with a different emphasis in 
the eleventh and twelfth grades . The materials at the 
eleventh and twelfth gr ndes were considerably more advanced 
and in some cases such as Safety and Driver Education of 
a more technical nature. The two-cycle pl an seemed fairly 
flexible however and provided for rearrangement regardless 
of which type of school system w~s functioning in a given 
locality. 
Opportunities for cooperative planning were 
discussed under the correlation of instruction. The core 
curriculum was stressed as serving a definite need as a 
foundation for effective health instruction. The School 
Health Council was suggested as a cooperative planning 
and coordinating device for both the school and community. 
WEST VIRGINIA 
The West Virginia bulletin also presented a cycle 
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type of plan.l6 It was, however, of a f a irly flexible 
type stressing the peculiar needs and characteristics 
of each age group a s the founda t i on for unit planni ng . 
Eleven basic aspects of health needs were considered as an 
integr al part of the entire curr iculum, the progression of 
understandings being continuous. Great emphasis was placed 
on cooperative planni ng to avoid tiresome repetition and to 
plan for i ntegrati on on a more advanced and t echnical level. 
A health coordinator was recommended to aid the pl anning of 
a more efficient administration and organizat i on of the 
health ins truction progr am. Driver education, Saf ety, and 
Alcohol and Narcottcs uni ts were included in the course . 
The entire course of study presented a design for a child-
centered curriculum through group pl anning and action. 
vliSCONSIN 
The Wi scons in guide for Health and Safety Instruc-
tion was an outgrowth of the Wisconsin Cooperative School 
17 Health program. Similarly to the vlest Virginia curricu-
16 West Vir ginia , Sta te Department of Education, 
Des ign f or Healthful Living , A Teacher's Guid~ in Health 
Education Phy:sical Educa t i on Rect'ea tion. ---ccharleston, 
\vest Vtrginia : The Department-, 1947TPP· 11-16. 
17 Committee on Health and Safety Instruction, 
Desirable Outcomes in Health and Safety Instruction. 
(Madison, Wisconsin:-Wisconsin State Department of Public 
Instruction, 1947) pp. 6-8. 
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lum it centered on the health needs of the child . One major 
emphasis as to unit content was suggested for each grade on 
the assumption that more effective teaching results when one 
phase is adequately and completely presented. These special 
emphases for each grade were selected as they related to the 
needs of the students at their particular stage or develop-
ment. Correlation with other subjects was suggested making 
this one area more meaningful. Driver Education was pre-
sented a t the eleventh grade. 
Cooperative planning seemed much in evidence, not 
only teacher-community, teacher-starr planning; but a lso 
teacher-pupil planning . Resource units to aid teachers in 
building for the desirable outcomes outlined for each or 
the topics assigned to a definite grade, were in the process 
of preparation. 
To summarize the findings as to course organization, 
it was observed that a definite trend was developing towards 
health teaching as a separate subject. The entire sixteen 
courses of study provided for direct instruction thirteen 
suggested areas of correlation in other subject ma tter 
fields while eight recommended some form of integration into 
a core curriculum. 
The trend to include it in every year of the high 
school according to a definite cycle pattern was also 
evident in six of the courses of study. A greater number 
favored including it for one semester in each year of the 
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senior high school r a ther than for one semester at the 
ninth or tenth, and again for one semester at the eleventh 
and tl·relfth grade. A trend toward da ily class meetings 
rather than those meeting twice weekly was also evident 
in that only four recommended the latter. Coope,rative 
staff planning of the teaching program in the form of a 
health council or curriculum committee was considered of 
value in eleven of the bulletins investigated. This 
favored that continuity of teaching sequence which seemed 
to be the key word whether the teaching basis was corre-
l a tion, integration or direct teaching. The courses of 
study based on cooperative planning seemed to provide for 
a more effective teaching procedure since duplication and 
repetition at the same level of integration was avoided. 
All but three of the teaching guides presented 
definite programs of sequential topics. These three courses 
of study were tentative only. Driver Education as a de-
finite part of traffic safe t y was included in the health 
curriculum of seven of the courses. Safety education will 
again be discussed in the chapter on Units of Content, but 
it may be stated here that it was included in all but the 
tentative course of study of North Dakota, and the incom-
plete course of study of Nebraska. 
The data on course content organization was 
assembled on the three accompanying tables in order to 
arrive at a more exact analysis of the types of organization 
that obtained in the sixteen courses of study surveyed. 
State 
California 
Idaho 
Kentucky 
r~ouisiana 
Michigan 
~1innesota 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
North Dakota 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Texas 
Vermont 
Virglnia 
\vest Virginia 
Wisconsin 
TABLE I 
COURSE CONTENT ORGANIZATION 
OF SIXTEEN STATE COURSES OF STUDY 
IN HEALTH EDUCATION 
Planned 
Progl"'am of Cooperative Driver 
Sequential Staff Education 
Topics Planning Included 
* * 
* 
* * 
* 
* * 
* * * 
* * 
* 
* 
* * * 
* 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
·)(-
* * 
13 11 7 
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Safety 
Education 
Included 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
14 
State 
California 
Idaho 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
North Dakota 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Texas 
Vermont 
\'lest Virginia 
\tlisconsin 
TABLE II 
COURSE CONTENT ORGPNIZATION 
THE HEALTH INSTRUCTION PROGRAM 
Grade No . of Periods Length of 
Pl acement Per Week Course in Sem. 
9 or 10 5 2 
11 or 12 
10,11 or 12 5 1 
9 or 10 5 2 
9 or 10 5 2 or 6 
11 or 12 
10,11,12 2 OP 5* 
(Minimum) 6 
10,11,12 1 or 2 6 or 3 
(Minimum) 
1 
10,11,12 5 3 
10,11 , 12 1 or 3 
( Ivlin imum) 
6 
9 or 10 5 2 
11 or 12 ( t-1in tmum) 
10,11,12 2 6 
10,11,12 
10,11,12 
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Stat e 
California 
Idaho 
Kentucky 
Louisi ana 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
Nor th Dakota 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Texas 
Vermont 
Viginia 
\>Jes t Virginia 
Hisconsin 
TABLE III 
COURSE CONTENT ORGANIZATION 
TYPE OF PLANNED INSTRUCTION 
Direct Correlatton Integration 
(Core . Currie.) 
* * * 
* 
* * * 
* * 
* * * 
* * 
* * 
* 
* * * 
* 
* * * 
* * 
* * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
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Cycle 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
CHAP,:eER V 
OBJECTI VES 
The organiza tion of any area of iJls truction i s 
determined t o a l arge extent by the general pv~poscn of' 
educa t i on i n a part'Lcular teachi ng situation. In planning 
a course of study these purposes or objectives must there-
fore be considered in the terms of the general conditions 
i n ·Nhich the l earning is to t ake plnce'l 
Many authori ties have felt this need of resta t ing 
Ol) j ec t ives . Grout1 revi e\'led the four objectives of educa-
t ion of the Educat i onal Polici es Conun1s s i on2 and l"el a ted 
thes e to t he specific functions of health education . The 
objectives of sel f-real iza t :t on, hurn.an r elati onship, economic 
efficiency, and civic responsibility were thus applied to 
the var ious health aspects of the individual and his environ-
ment. 
Turner3 r est at ed the objec t ives of health education 
found in A Design for General Educa t i on pr epar ed by the 
. 
1 Ruth E. Grout, Health Teachi ng in Schools. 
(Phi l adelphia : vl. B. Saunders Company, 191~Bj' pp . 61-64. 
2 Educat ional Pol icies Commission, The Purposes of 
Education in American Democracy-. (Washington D.C., 1938 )-
p . 47. -
3 c. E. Turner, School Health and Health Education. 
(St. Louis c. v. Mosby Company, 1947) pp:-19-21 .-
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American Council on Education. Health as the first objec-
tive of education is here defined i n the t erms of the 
know·ledges and understandings , skills and abilities, 
attitudes and apprec ta tions tll'hlch the l earner should ac-
quire . 
Browne114 reviewed the general objectives of health 
education s t a ted by the Joint Committee on Health Problems 
in Education of t he Nat ional Education Associa tion and the 
American f·ledical Association as having withs tood the t ests 
of' t ime . 
The check list of the Americ<ln Council on Educa tion 
l istecl the following types of objectives as they appl y to 
r:::: health and safet y instruction :::> 
1. The objectives cf the school itself 
2 . The c omprehensive or l ong-range objecti ves 
in health and safety inst ruction 
3. The compreheasive objectives of t he program 
of health and safety 
The courses of study here rcviel'led \'lere therefore , 
next examined as to objectives since the reason for teaching 
any item of health knowledge det ermines l'That should be 
taught . 
4 Clifford Lee Brownell , Principl es of Health Edu-
cation Applied. (New York: r.-1cG·rmr Hill Book Company, Iii'C:"", 
1949) p. 239. 
5 Coopera t ive Study of Secondary - School Standards, 
Evaluative Cri teria, Section D-7, Health and Safety. (Wash~ 
in~ton, D.c., The American Council on Education~ 1950) p . 112 . 
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In listing the objectives for health i nstruction, 
only the l arger general objectives l'lere lis ted. Where, 
hm1ever, these were included in the specific objectives of 
the various units, these wera of necessity listed also. 
The mere repeti t:J.on of objecti vesJ it \'las felt , would serve 
no purpose in too specific areas ; since the needs of the 
learner and the particular learning situation as stuted 
above , \'rill de t ermine to a l arge extent the parti culur 
' objectives for shorter divis ions of content. 
The t able included \'Jill aid the reader in detcrm1n-
i ng the value of the specific objectives as well as tl1ose 
of the entire field of health instruction. 
The objectives in the California Teacher' s Gutdo 
were specifically related to the content t aught. No gener a l 
a ims of health education \'lere stated. 
For the unit on personal health inventory the 
6 f oll mring ircr e 11 s ted : 
1. To evaluate the findings of health examinations 
and speciol tests ao a basts f or self appraisal 
and formulation of plans for improvement. 
2 . To evaluate personal health practices \ITh'lch 
affect health status. 
3. To evnluate emotional and social a ttitudes and 
6 California Communi ty Health Education Project, 
Teacr.er ' s Guida in Health Educa t i on for Secondary Schools. 
(Sacramento., California : California State Department of' 
Education, 1947) pp . 31-90 . 
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practices which affect personality and adjust-
ment. 
4. To develop an appreciation l-thich will result in 
personal cleanliness and attractiveness. 
5. To stimulate students to know their personality 
liabilities and assets. 
6. To recognize health as a fundamental factor in 
obtaining a pleasing appearance. 
7. To evaluate claims of advertisers of products 
related to personal attractiveness. 
In the unit on biological needs the following 
inclusive objectives were stated: 
1. To develop an understanding of the basic needs 
in the maintenance of physiologic health and 
means of adequately meeting these needs~ 
2. To stimulate the development of improved health 
practices related to the daily health regimen. 
3. To build an ideal of health and fitness will 
actuate desirable health behavior. 
The objectives for the units "Growing into f>1aturity" 
were as follows: 
1. To develop an understanding of the various as-
pects of adolescent development. 
2. To build sane attitudes toward the many desires, 
urges and feelings commonly present during 
adolescence.· 
3. To consider the facts concerned with heredity, 
race perpetuation, and race improvement in an 
effort to build understandings of these aspects 
of human living. 
The unit "Hazards to Life and Health during Adoles-
cencen listed the following: 
General Objectives 
1, To develop an understanding of the importance of 
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l ife conservation problems facing youth today. 
2 . To s tudy these present day problems by determin-
ing the extent of such problems in the local 
community, in the state, and nationally. 
3. To develop wholesome attitudes toward prolong-
ing and enriching healthful living, protection, 
and conservation of health . 
4. To study ways and means by which a high school 
s tudent may promote, protect and conserve his 
mm health. 
5 . To know the common hazards to l i fe and health 
during this age period and to plan a program 
of action in pr eventing the occurrence of 
such hazards. 
The specific objectives for nconununicable Diseasesu 
were as follows: 
1. To discover the communicable diseases preval ant 
in the Community, the state, and the nation 
which are hazards to the health of the high 
school s tudent. 
2 . To learn how to prevent these communicable 
diseases through knowledge and use of preven-
tative measures, immunization, etc. 
3. To know how to prevent the transmission of 
these diseases to others. 
4. To know whnt personal course of action to take 
when becoming ill. 
5. To develop an appreciation of the need for 
scientific medical care . 
6. To unders t and the l aws and regulations of the 
public health department charged with controlling 
communicable disease in the community. 
7. To develop an understanding of the importance of 
avoidi ng self-medication, quackery and patent 
medicines. 
The following objectives were assigned to the unit 
on accidents: 
1. To unders t and the accident problems in 
California ana the United States. 
2. To devel op accident-prevention attitudes and 
pr actices. 
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3. To unders t and and be nble to apply elementary 
first aid . 
For the 1m1t on "Substances injurious to Health", 
the followi ng objectives were l isted: 
1. To develop an understandi ng of the physical, 
mental, emotional, and soc ial effects of the 
use of alcohol, tobacco, narcotic and stimulat-
i ng drugs . 
2. To influence attitudes and ideals in a positive 
fashion so tha t the use of injurious substances 
l'li ll be avoided by young people . 
The unit for the problems of life and health conser-
vation listed these speci fic objectives: 
1. To develop an underst anding of the important 
life conservation problems f acing modern society. 
2 . To make pupils more conscious of these problems 
as they affect the adolescent. 
3. To aw·aken an i.ntell igent concern toward means 
of prolonging an enriching effective living. 
The objectives listed for Group Responsibili ty for 
Health \'lere: 
1. To develop an understanding of measures which 
have been adopt ed by the community, state, and 
nation for protection and promotion of human 
health. 
2. To evaluate the nature and ext ent of community 
health servi ces in order to appraise their 
adequacy. 
3. To build an appreciation and understanding of 
individual responsibilities for group health. 
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For the unit on mental hygiene these objectives \'lere 
formulated: 
1. ·To develop an understanding how the human being 
controls his action. 
2. To build a knowledge of mental hygiene principles 
as they apply to the individual, and to encourage 
their practice. 
3. To indicate the ~elationship between mental and 
emotional health and personality . 
The final unit in the California 11Guide" was entitl ed 
\ 
11 Planning for Adult Responsibilities, in Love , Marriage, and 
Parenthood. 11 These objectives were assigned to this unit: 
1. To understand the importance of the family as 
an American institution. 
2 . To see the problems arising out of l ack of 
intelligent planning in marriage and parenthood. 
3. To develop an understanding and appreciation of 
love, marriage , and parenthood, that is open 
minded, serious, scientific and esthetic. 
# . To understand the reasons for controlling basic 
urges and desires before and after marriage. 
5. To review the structure and function of the 
male and female reproductive system. 
6. To understand and appreciate the responsibility 
of parenthood. 
7. To help the student plan his own steps in 
assuming responsibility in love, marriage and 
parenthood . 
8. To study opportunities open for those who do not 
choose marriage . 
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IDAHO 
In the Guide to Health Education for Idaho Schoola,7 
the general objectives for health instruction were listed 
as follows: 
1. To provide reliable information concerning 
fundamental health problems. 
2. To stimulate the development of a scientific, 
critical, intelligent attitude toward personal 
and public health problems which will help 
pupils to abandon and avoid false beliefs and 
unscientific practices . 
3. To stimulate the development and continuance 
of desirable personal health practices. 
4. To develop social responsibility for health. 
5. To stimulate pupils to t ake an active part in 
t he improvement of home, school and community 
environments. 
6 . To help students to become intelligently 
se~f-directing in health matters . 
No specific objectives were set up for the separate 
units . In the particular statement of the units as pro-
blems, these objectives would need to be developed by the 
students and teachers themselves in terms of their own 
needs and situations . 
7 State of Idaho, Department of Education, A 
Guide to Health Education fo~ Idaho Schools. (Boise; 
Idaho:lfhe Department, 194~p. 5. 
KENTUCKY 
The bas ic health course for Kentucky8 secondary 
s chools listed these specific objectives : 
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1. To appreciate tha t neatness of appearance and 
cleanliness has s ocial and economic as well as 
health value . 
2. To develop the ability to appr aise personal 
appear ance and to capitalize on assets and 
overcome liabi l ities . 
3. To coordinate into daily hap its the proper 
care of skin, hair and na ils. 
4. To learn to appl y the basic principles of 
personal hygiene. 
5. To improve present health status by making the 
necessary changes in living habits, and by 
obta ining necessary dental and medical aid. 
6 . To recognize the value of periodic health 
examinations. 
7. To develop a wholesome a tti tude toward nurse, 
physician and the health examinations . 
8 . To understand the function and ;structure of the 
teeth. 
9. To learn how to care for teeth and t he value of 
regular dental service. 
10. To develop an appreciation of the significance 
of good dental health to appearance. 
8 Commom1eal th of Kentucky, Department of Educa -
tion, Basic Health Course for Secondary Schools of Kentucky. 
(Frankfort, Kentucky: The Department, 1948) pp . 151-283. 
11. To understand. the characteristics of safe 
water and how water can be contaminated. 
12. To understand the measures taken to make 
water safe for domestic use. 
13. To understand the necessity of . protecting 
the milk supply. 
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14. To acquire an appreciation of the handling of 
milk by sanitary methods . 
15. To understand sanitary methods of disposing 
of home wastes. 
16. To know the common methods of sewage disposal 
in urban and rural areas. 
17. To appreciate the difficulties encountered in 
garbage and sewage disposal. 
18. To understand that proper indoor temperatures 
and ventilation contribute to mental 
efficiency, comfort, and resistance to fatigue. 
19. To knOi'l the proper health standards of heating 
and ventilation of home and school . 
20. To lcnow the factors that constitute proper 
lighting, and how to evaluate them. 
21. To develop a healthy attitude toward super-
stitions and popular beliefs. 
22. To appreciate the limitation of home remedies. 
23. To develop a critical attitude toward health 
advertising . 
24 . To develop an appreciation for the contribu-
tions of men of science.1 to disease prevent.ion 
and control. 
25. To acquire a knowledge of the prevention and 
control of disease. 
26. To appreciate the role of health authorities 
in the control of communicable diseases . 
28. To understand the dangers inherent in self-
medi ca tion. 
29 . To know the health professions and agencies 
active in the communi ty. 
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30. To appreciate the contributions of the 
national and s t at e agencies to health in the 
community. 
31. To gain a lmovtledge of hov1 the individual may 
participate and contribute to the public health 
effort of these agencies . 
32. To develop an understanding of the value of 
food for grm'lth and development . 
33 . To know the food essent ials, their sources and 
functions . 
34. To appreciate health problems related to the 
lack of essential foods in the diet. 
35 . To recognize some of the problems associated 
with ~he preparation and production of food . 
36. To develop a healthy attitude toward the 
subject of mental disease . 
37. To appreciate that mental health of the 
individual is dependent upon the harmonious 
blending of the intellectual, physical, social, 
emotional and spiritual traits into an inte-
grated whole . 
38. To realize that courtesies extended to and 
considerate actions towards others in daily 
living, are evidences of mental and s ocial 
maturity . 
39 . To apprecia te that addiction to narcotics and 
stimulants ar e symptoms of poor mental health. 
40 . To develop a wholesome attitude toward the 
opposite sex. 
41 . To recognize that acc i denta l deaths and injur-
ies are avoidable. 
4~. To create u desire to practice sarety tn 
daily living. 
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43. To appreciate the seriousness ·Of the safety 
problems tn modern 11fe. 
44. To recognize the causes and prevention of 
ftre. 
45. To appreciate the dangers of rtrcorms and 
other weapons and to develop safe habits in 
their use. 
46. To develop habits of safety in the use of 
electrical ana mechanical devices. 
47. To recognize that foresight will prevent many 
accidents due· to poisoning and drowning. 
48. To learn sktlla or spectf1e first aid 
procedures . 
49. To secure o baste knowledge of first aid. 
50. To learn how to coopernte with others who 
might be rendering f irst atd . 
51. To realize that cooperation must exist bet~1een 
motor~st end pedestrian if accidents are to be 
reduced. 
52. To <lcvolop an understanding of' the responsibi-
lity of the cyclists tn the observance of 
traf fic regulations. 
53. To recognize the 1mportunae of the function of 
the school safety patrol. 
54. To recognize that most automobile accidents are 
avoidable, because over ninety per cent are 
due to the human factor. 
55. To recognize the characteriattcs of a sk1llrul 
driver. 
56. To appreciate that "driving ls a privilege 
eranted by society to persons who prove them-
eel ves \'lorthy. u 
57 . To understand the essential parts of the auto-
mobile ond their function-
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58. To learn the skills and habits required for 
the efficient operation of a car, and a basic 
knowledge of intelligent driving on the high-
way. 
LOUISIANA 
The flexibility of content within the Louisiana 
frame tfork of "Health Policies"9 conceived the aims of 
health instruction as follows : 
1. To assis t the student in acquiring desirable 
habits, whol esome a ttitudes, and adequate 
knowledge relating to individual, family, 
school and community health and safety. 
2. To provide l earning experiences that are 
representative of the life experiences of 
youth and adults. 
3 . To guide boys and girls tow·ard intelligent 
self-direction and communi ty group action, for 
i mproved individual and group health and wel-
f are . 
Since courses of s tudy and other guides. were to 
be prepared in the local schools in Louisiana, no specific 
objectives for the areas of content suggest ed trere given. 
MICHIGAN 
The Michigan plan of improving the health instruc-
tion of the s t ate aimed a t suggest ing approaches and 
possible administrative techniques for cooperat i ve staff 
9 School Health Policies Committee , Policies for 
the Health of School Age Children 1n Louisiana. (Bat on--
Rouge, Louisiana: Louisiann State Department of Education 
and Health, 1949) p . 9 . 
-
-
planning and procedure. This course of s tudy therefore, 
did not state general or specific objectives to fit a 
specific curri culum in health. Suggestions were found, 
however, in the bulletin which stated purposes on which 
instruction should be based, 10 to-with: 
1. An opportunity to learn about and form 
wholesome attitudes concerning family life 
and facts of reproduction. 
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2 . The dev·elopment of social responsibility on 
the part of the s tudents in school for indivi-
dual and community health. 
3. The study of environmental and safety factors 
and the i r relation t o health. 
MINNESOTA 
The introduction of the Curriculum Bulletin No. 14 
--
11 Senior High School Health and Safety, emphasized these 
objectives as of gener al acceptance: 
1. To apprecia te tha t to maintain good health, 
skill in practicing health habits is essential, 
and tha t health cannot be maintained or 
achieved y,.;i thout putting into practice the 
knowledge tha t has been acquired. 
2 . To appreciate good health as an essential from 
an economic point of view. 
10 Department of Public Instruction, Health Educa-
tion in Secondary Schools. (Lansing, Michigan: The 
Superintendent of Publ:l.c Instruction, 1947) p . 6. 
11 State of Minnesota, Depart ment of Educat ion , 
Individual and Community Health. (St. Paul, Minnesota: 
The Department, 1946 ) p. 12 · 
3. To real ize tha t good physical and mental 
health are necessary if one is to bui ld and 
maintain adequa te defenses agains t dis ease. 
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4. To recognize health as a joint responsibility 
of the individual and the community. 
5. To achieve community understanding and partici-
pation in health which results in a better 
s chool and community in which to live. 
6. To acquire a kndwledge and understanding , and 
desirable a ttitudes of safe procedures on the 
highway, at work, in the home, in school and 
in recrea tion. 
NEBRASKA 
The Nebraska resource units 12 listed the following 
objectives as bases: 
were: 
1. To lead pupils to desire better health and 
become better members of society through an 
understanding of the causes of communicable 
diseases and ho\'1 they may be controlled. 
2 . To help students gain an understanding of the 
nutrients, or food values, that supply the 
needs of the human body and to appreciate the 
relationship of diet to personal well being . 
NEVADA 
13 The general a ims of the Nevada Course of Study 
1. To develop physical endurance through vigorous 
12 Nebraska School Community Health Program, 
Resource Units in Health Education. (Lincoln, Nebraska: 
Nebraska Department of Public Instruction, 1949) pp. 1-3. 
l3 State of Nevada, Department of Education, High 
School Course of Study Book VI. (Carson City, Nevada: The 
Department, 1934) p. 5. 
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activities and habits of healthful l iving . 
2. To develop in the student a healthful mental 
a ttitude, through participa tion of activities 
which provide an emotional release thus 
counteracting emotional strain, fear , anxiety 
and tt1orry. 
3. To develop a f avorable attitude toward 
recreative activities which will carry over 
into adult life. 
4. To influence pa~ents and other adults through 
the health educa tion program in the schools, 
to improve health attitudes in the family and 
community. 
5. To attain a thorough knowledge of training or 1 
healthful living as related to physical 
activi ty. 
NORTH DAKOTA 
The tentative course of study for health education 
for the secondary school s14 listed the following objec-
tives: 
1 . To develop kno\'rledge of healthful living, 
healthful surroundings and supervision of 
health. 
2 . To develop habits of healthful living in order 
to protect the individual and society. 
3. To attain a knowledge of firs t aid in order to 
care for one's self and others. 
l4 Department of Publi c Instruction, Health Educa-
tion in Secondar Schools. (Bismarck, North Dakota : The 
Department, 1950 p . 5 . 
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OREGON 
General objectiv~s of the Oregon health curri culum 
15 
were stated i n these t erms : 
1. To i mprove their health and appearance through 
the hygienic care of the body and special 
sense organs. 
2. To prevent or t @ detect and correct physical 
defects through the use of adequate medical 
and dental serv1ce·s. 
3. To help prevent and control communicable 
diseases. 
4. To help prevent accidents, and to learn hm-1 to 
administer first aid and home nursing care to 
the injured and sick. 
5. To devel ·op and maintain physical and motor 
fitness adequ~te for occupational, recreational, 
military and health purposes . 
6. To selec.:t and enjoy a diet conducive to optimal 
growth, development and health. 
7. To help promote and maintain a sanitary envi-
ronment and a healthful community. 
8. To direct affection and the sex impulse as 
constructive forces in t'lholesome living . 
9 . To become an intelligent const~er of health 
services and products. 
10. To understand the subjective basis of many 
personal health beliefs and practices and the 
need for objective standards. 
l5 Hovrnrd S~ Hayman, Health-Guide Un:tts for 
Oregon Teachers. (Salem, Oregon: E. c:-Brown Trust, 
University of Oregon Medical School, 1945) pp. 11-12. 
11. To develop ability to deal effectively wi th 
personal, family and communi ty health 
pr oblems. 
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12 . To face dai ly problems and to participate in 
social living in such a way as to i mprove 
emotional stability and mental health. 
13 . To develop a real desi re to be hea lthy through 
participation i n healthful daily liv1ng that 
minimizes fatigue and strain~ avoids harmful 
"escupe mechanisms" and linlcs health with the 
achievement of high ideals. 
PENNSYLVANIA 
The essential aims of health education of the 
Pennsylvania course of study for health education were 
stated in the words of the report of the Joint Committee 
££ Health Problems:16 
1. To i nstruct children and youth so that they 
may conserve and improve their own health. 
2. To establish in them the habits and principles 
of living which throughout their school life 
and in l a ter years will aid in providing tha t 
abundant vigor and vitality l'rhich are a foun-
dation for the greates t possible happines s and 
s ervice in personal, f ami ly and community life. 
3. To promote satisfactory habits and a ttitudes 
among parents and adults through parent and 
adult education, and through the program for 
children, so that the school may become an 
effective agency for the advancement of the 
social aspects of health education in the 
16 National Education Associa tion and the American 
Medical Association, Joint Committee on Health Problems in 
Education, Health Education. (Washington, D. c.: National 
Educa tion Association, 1948} p. 15. 
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family and in the community as well as in the 
school itself. 
4. To improve the individual and community life 
of the fut ure ; to insure a better second 
generation, and a still better third generation; 
to build a healthier and fitter nation and r ace . 
TEXAS 
D. K. Brace17 listed the following general objec-
tives for health instruction: 
1. To develop in students a breadth of vision and 
an awareness of their responsibility for a 
health program which \till contribute to the 
improvement of t~e health and living conditions 
of all the peopl€ . 
2 . To develop in students a knowledge of', and a 
desire for positive health, and to build health 
practices which will function in safeguarding 
the health of the individual, the family, and 
the commun:i.ty. 
3. To develop in students an understanding of and 
a competence in procedures and skills for 
dealing with illness and emergencies in the home 
and community . 
4. To develop in students, through instruction and 
guidance , nn appreciation of the health pro-
fess ions, and to lead students ~tho are incl;tned 
in that direction to the selection of a health 
profession as a vocation. 
VERMONT 
The Vermont Curriculum Bulletin al so listed the 
l7 David K. Brace, Health and Physical Education 
for Junior and Senior High Schools . "lNeli' York: A. S . Barnes 
& Company, 1948) p. 28. 
\ 
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four aims of t he J oint Commi ttee on Health Problems in 
Education of the National Educa t ion Association and the 
American Medical Associa t ion , as the best presentation of 
the general objectives of health 1nstructi on. 18 
VIRGINIA 
The health educat:l.on bulletin of Virginla s t at ed 
the following gener al aims as guides in using the course of 
study:19 
1. To improve child growth and l'lell being by 
increasing the understanding and pr acti ce of 
the principles of sound nutriti on and i t s 
r el Qt ed probl ems . 
2 . To hel p devel op the right attitudes~ habits , 
and pr actices on the part of pupils, t eachers, 
and communi ty regarding prevention and control 
and indi vidual cure of disease . 
3- To help the chtld understand and practi ce 
habit s of s afe livi ng . 
4. To develop an attitude of self appra isal which 
will result in assuming responsibil i t ies rela -
tive t o a ·Nell-bal anced progr am of personal 
hygiene that l'lill enable one to l ive more 
effect i vely i n the home, school and community. 
5. To help the chil d adjust t o his environment, to 
f ace life and its problems of failure and 
18 
success wit h a reasonable amount of satisfaction, 
efficiency, and happiness. 
National Education Association and the American 
Medical Association, loc . cit . 
-- ___,.... 
19 St ate Board of Education, Health Educat ion 
Grades VIII - XII. (Richmond, Virginia=-CO:mmonwealth of 
Virginia , Division of Purchase and Printing , 1948) p . 8. 
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6. To help the child develop an appreciation for 
and a utilization of general health services 
and related agencies. 
WEST VIRGINIA 
In the teachers guide in health and education 
entitled Design for Health~l Living, for the state of 
West Virginia, no general objectives were noted, a 
sampling of the specific objectives were, therefore, 
analyzed . Objectives for the unit on "Personal Care" were 
. 20 
as follows: 
1. To increase interrest in being well-groomed. 
2. To help pupils understand the relation of 
health to good appearance . 
3.. To help pupils set good standards for personal 
cleanliness. 
4. To help pupils learn to care for own clothing. 
5. To help pupils pl an .·and provide pri ~acy at 
home for personal care. 
In the unit on "Alaoho1 and Nc;trcotics" the aims to 
be attained were listed as : 21 
1. To get some good teaching done instead of the 
usual neglect of this subject. 
20 West Virginia State Department of Education, 
Design .!:2£. Healthful Livin~, A l]eacher •s Guide in Health 
Education, Recreation. (c arles.ton, West Virginia: The 
Department, 1947) p. 74· 
21 Ibid. 149 p . . • 
2. To promote general good health and fine 
character. 
3. To arouse public sentiment against alcohol 
and other narcotics. 
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4. To inform our youpg citi zens about the dangers 
of using habit forming narcotics in any form. 
WISCONSIN 
In determtng the ma in objectives for health instruc-
tion in Wisconsin, the Guide for Better School Health 
22 Bulletin No . I listed three general objectives . They 
were: 
1. Understanding the basic f acts concerning 
health and disease. 
2. Protecting one•s own health and that of 
dependents . 
3. Worklng to improve the health of the community. 
The ma in goals of the school health progr am \'lere 
listed as: 
1. The development o~ well-adjusted individuals 
who not only unders t and the principles of 
health, but who also practice healthful living . 
2 . The achievement of satisfactory motives in the 
child l'lhich lead him to cooperate in and accept 
responsibility for conserving and improving 
his own health and the health of the communi ty. 
22 Committee on Health and Saf ety Instruction, 
Desi.r able Outcomes in Health and Safety Ins truction. 
(Madison, Wisconsin: Wisconsin State Department of Public 
Instruction, 1947) pp . 1-8. 
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Two definite trends in the stating of objectives 
were observed. One, was the statement of several objectives 
defined in the terms of the individual's needs and contri-
butions. These were noted in the comprehensive type of 
courses of study as exemplified in those of Oregon, 
Kentucky, Texas and Minnesota. The other, based ·on the 
assumption that specific obj1ectives must be determined by 
the needs of particular groups of individuals in a parti-
cular environment was the listing of general objectives 
only. These were observed in the more flexible programs. 
In applying both general and specific objectives 
listed in the bulletins, to the four major objectives of 
education, it was observed that the objectives relating to 
self-realization seemed to be copsidered of grea test 
importance; fifty-three of the total one hundred eighty-
one objectives falling in this category. The objectives 
of human relationship and civic responsibility were listed 
about equally in frequency, with the objectives of economic 
efficiency being considered important, but apparently not 
to as great an extent since only thirty-three could be 
assigned to this class. 
The accompanying table was used to present the 
data in a more conci se form. 
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From: Purposes of Educat i on in American Democracy , p. 47, Educa t i onal Policies 
Commission . Ob~acti~is lis t ed in Courses of Study as they appl y t o Major 
Objectives or uca on . 
CHAPTER VI 
UNITS OF CONTENT 
The content of a course of study should be 
selected with regard to the needs and maturity of the 
students to whom the course is to be taught. The material 
taught is usually organized into units for group teaching 
and ar ranged in a logical sequence. 1 It should be skill-
fully arranged so that repetitive material is presented nt 
a higher level of performDnce and integration and with a 
different emphasis. New material should be introduced at 
a time when it coincides with the readiness of the student 
and be evaluated as to student interest and l evel of 
difficulty for his staee of maturity. The content must 
also accomplish the objectives of health and general 
education. 2 
The sixteen state courses of study were next 
analyzed as to essential s of subject matter, from this 
viewpoint. 
1 National Education Association and the American 
Medical Association, Health Education. (Washington, D. c.: 
National Education Associa tion, 1941) p. 239. 
2 Delbert Oberteuffer, School Health Education. 
(New York: Harper and Brothe~s, 1949 ) pp . 128-130. 
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In the California course of study the units for 
the secondary level were grouped around personal needs of 
the adolescent as to appear ance, biological needs, and 
prevention of disease and acc idents, a t the tenth gr ade 
leve1.3 In the eleventh and twelfth grades responsibilities 
of the more mature person toward the community were pre-
sented. These were listed as : 
1. Problems of Life and Health Conserva tion . 
2 . Group Responsibility for Health. 
3. Mental Hygiene. 
4. Planning for Adult Responsibilities in Love, 
Marriage and Parenthood. 
Six areas, cons idered the major health problems in 
the State of Idaho, were seldcted by the Department of 
Educa t ion as a basis of content in health education . 4 Thes e 
uere arrived a t aft er on extensive survey held t n this state 
in 1947. These problem units were : 
1. Personal health 
2 . Nutrition 
3 . Community 
3 California Community Health Education Project, 
Teacher's Guide in Health Education for Secondary Schools. 
{Sacramento, California: California State Department of 
Education, 1947) pp. 28-9. 
4 State of Idaho, Department of Education, A Guide 
to Health Education for Idaho Schools. (Boise, Idaho: The 
Department, 1948} p.-riT. 
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4. Narcotics and Stimulants 
5. Safety and Fir s t Aid 
6 . Mental Health and Family Life 
The health needs of KentucJ..:y youth \'!ere determined 
by a stat istical study of the state as to incidence of 
disease during the period 19E6 - 1946, vita l s t a t ist i cs 
report s from 1941 - 1946, evaluations and reports by 
health and educa tion officials throughout the state, and 
examination through vis i tation of health practices in 
siXty-eight secondary school s. 
The health units i ncluded in this course of study 
presented a comprehensive pieture of the health problems 
of the state. These ~rere :5 
1. Per sonal health 
2 . Health protection 
3. Communicable diseases and noncommunicable 
diseases 
4. Nutrition and mental health 
5. Safety and first aid 
6. Traffic and driver education 
5 Commonwealth of Kentucky, Department of Education, 
Basic Health Course for Secondary Schoo~ of Kentucky. 
(Frankfol,t, Kentuclcy: The Department, 194TI} p. 136. 
In Louisiana health instruction improvement was 
6 
suggested along the following lines: 
1. Individual , family and community hygiene and 
sanit ation . 
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2 . Heredi.tary and environmental factors affecting 
health and safety. 
3. Prepar at ion f or marriage and parenthood . 
4. Relation of vmrk and l eisure to wellbeing. 
This statement of needs wao determi ned by the School 
Health Policies Commission of Louisiana composed of 
spec ialis ts i n the field of education and medicine. This 
commission "\·Tas organized in 1.948 c:md '1orked l'lith many l ay 
and civic groups ao well as loca l official agenci.es. It 
suggested the four areas as departures for instruction in 
the state, the actual development of units of s tudy to 
devolve on those tn char ge in the local community . 
The Michigan buJ.letin7 also suggested baste areas 
of health for instruction, and recommended that suitable 
units be developed from these. lt recommended that the 
curriculum be examined and that present health t eaching in 
'' ~ department al , core or unified studies b~ surveyed to note 
6 School Health Policies Committee, Policies for 
the Health of School Ag~ Childr~ i n Louisiana . {Baton--
Rouge, Louisiana: Louisiana 6Gate Departments of Education 
and Health, 1949) p . 11. 
7 Department of Public Instruction, Health Educa-
tion in Secondary Schools. (Lansin~, Michigan: The Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction, 1947) p. 6. 
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needs of students and co~~unity. Resource units were 
suggest ed which l'Wuld cut across subject fields., and pro-
vide integr a tion of health content. The present health 
practices and acti vi ties should be evaluat ed , as a clue to 
t he effecti veness of the t eaching i t was felt. The health 
instruction areas to be included were listed as follows : 
1. The protection from infections and conditions 
which interfere ~'lith proper growth and develop-
ment. 
2. An opportunit y to learn about and form, whole-
s ome a ttitudes concerning f amily l ife and facts 
of repr oduction . 
3 . The development of social responsibilities on 
the part of the s tudents for school, individual 
and community hea lth . 
4. The study of env1ronmenta l and safety factors 
and their relation to health . 
Individual and Conunuri ty Health, the r.unnesota 
course of study,8 presented a comprehensive pl an f or health 
education, and lis ted the s pecific units of instruction in 
this field. The entire l ist of completely developed units 
of study numbered forty-one. The ma jor titles of these 
units were: 
1. Per s ona l Health Appraisa l 
2 . Denta l Health 
8 Stnte of f.finnesota lJapart ment oi' Education, 
I ndividual and Communi ty Health. (St. Paul, Trinnesota : 
The Department, 1946) pp . 4-7· 
3. Maint aining Vigor 
4. Nutrition 
5. The Body ' s Control of Nechanisms and Mental 
Health. 
6 . Health PI•ofeso ions and Agencies 
7. A Healthful Home 
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8. Safe guardi ng the Indi vidual against disease . 
9. Safety 
10. First Ai d 
11. Home Nurs ing 
Only two resource un~ts had been completed of the 
project conducted in Nebraska . 9 These w·ere, "Unwelcome 
Travelers", a resource unit on communicable diseases , and 
ttFood for Our Bodics 11 , a unit pertaining to nutrition. 
The t entative course of s t udy for North Dakota 
10 
reveal ed no definl.te program of sequential units . 
The recommenda t 1.on of the St ate Department t ermed i t 
desirable to include a one semester ccpurse in both personal 
and community hygiene. The f ol lol<ring areas of incidental 
teaching were suggested: 
1. Rest and s leep 
9 Nebr aska School Community Health Program, 
Resource Units i n Health Education . (Lincoln, Nebraska: 
Nebraska Department of Public Ins truction, 1949) p . 1. 
10 Department of Public Instruction, Health Educa-
tion in Secondarl School s . (Bismarclt, North Dakota : The 
Department, 1950 p . 1~6 . 
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2. Exercise 
3· Nutrition for activity 
4. Proper clothing 
5· Showers and bathing 
6. General cleanliness 
1· Health examination 
8. First aid 
g. Correction of defects 
In the high school course of study for the State of 
Nevada, four definite health areas were treated as units 
o:f study: 11 
1 . Bacteriology 
2 . Community hygiene and sanit ation 
3. First aid and safety 
4. Personal hygiene 
The school code of Oregon definitely stated the 
areas of health instruction that were to be taught. 12 The 
Health Guide for oregon Teachers was, therefore, arranged 
into a cycle of rotation, so that all areas were taught at 
the high school level. The units for the tenth grade were: 
11 State of Nevada, Department of Education,Hi~ 
School Course of Study Book VI. (Carson City, Nevada: e 
Department, 19~) p . 5. 
12 Howard S. Hoyman, Health-Guide Units for 
Oregon Teachers. (Salem, Oregon: E. c. Brown Trust; 
University of Oregon Medical School, 1945) p. 3 · 
to: 
1. Structure and functions of the human body. 
2 . Personal Hygiene i ncluding Effects of 
Alcoholic drinks, stimulants and narcotics . 
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The units t aught in the eleventh grade pertained 
1 . Nutrition 
2. First Aid and Safety 
3. Choice and Use of Health Services and Health 
Products. 
The twelfth grade units included: 
1. Communicable and Noncommunicable diseases 
2. Community Health and Sanitation 
3. Mental Hygiene · 
Suggested units for senior high school of the 
Course of Education in Health Education for SecondarY: 
Schools of the State of Pennsylvania13 were: 
1 . Nutrition 
2 . Control of Communicable Disease 
3. Mental and Emotional Health 
4. Work, Play, Fatigue and Rest 
5. Home Care of the Sick 
6. Home Care of Young Children 
7. Understanding the School Health Progr am 
l3 Commonwealth of Pennsylvania , Department of 
Publi c Instruction, Course oC Study in Health Education. 
(Harrisburg, Pennsylvania : The Department , 1944) pp. 32-3. 
' 
8. Health in Social Relationships 
9. Knowing your Community Health Service 
10. Alcohol, Stimulants and Narcotics 
11. First Aiel 
12. Dri ving and Traffic Safety 
13. Industrial Safety 
14. Budgating for Health 
15. Self Inventory 
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These units were considered the minimum essentials 
in health instruction. Various plans of teaching these 
units 1n the three gr ades of the senior high school were 
suggested to allow for flexibility in progr amming, but all 
were to be taught. 
Units of Ins truction listed in the Texas14 course 
of study were as follows : 
1. Let• s organize 
2 . Let's Cooperate(Community Agencies) 
3. Appraisal of Phys ical Fi tness 
4. Let• s be ·comfort able (Biological Needs ) 
5. Let• s be Attracti ve (Personal Appear ance) 
6. Structure, function and care of feet 
·r. What' s behi nd that Smile (Mental Health ) 
8. Let's Keep in Tra ining (Muscular, Respiratory 
Systems in Relation to Fttness ) 
14 David K. Brace, Health and Ph;ysica l Educa tion 
for Junior and Senior High Schools.\Nel·T York: A. S. Barnes 
and Company, 1948) p. 30. 
Your Communica t ion System (Eye, ear, nose, 
throat, nervous system and glands ) 
10. Effects of drugs, alcohol and tobacc·o 
11. Information Please (Social Relations ) 
12. Health Ads (Evaluation} 
13. Communtcable Di~eases 
14. Community Wat6r Supply 
15. Garbage and Sewage Disposal 
16. Housing Health 
1'7 • Happy Homes and Schools 
18. First Ai d and Safety 
19. Notes on Nursing 
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20. Highways in Health Services (Health Professions) 
In the Vermont Curriculum Bulletin15 the following 
organization of units was suggested: 
Unit I. Personal Progr am for Living 
1. Health appraisal (Physical examination and 
personal inventory) 
2. St anding Ready (Posture and Exercise ) 
3. Selecting the. food you need (nutrition) 
4. Cleanliness, health and attracttvenes.s 
5, Seeing and hearing 
6. Strong teeth 
15 State Department of Educa t ion, Curriculum 
Bulletin Health and Physical Education. (Montpelier, 
Vermont: The Department, 19Lf9 ) p .. 7. 
7. "\·/hy" and 11How11 you s leep 
Unit II. Professional Health Services 
1. The doctor 
2. The nurse and her work 
3. The dentist and our health 
4. Quacks and patent medicines 
Unit III . Safety and First Aid 
1 . Safety at school and in sports 
2. Safety in the home 
3. Traffic safety (Driver Education ) 
4. Safety at work 
5 . First aid and emergencies 
Unit IV. Getting Along l'tith People 
1 . Health of the mind 
2 . Growing with responsibilities 
3. Social relations and family life adjustment 
(sex education) 
4. Personality and its development 
Unit V. \-Torking Together for Public Health 
1 . 
2. 
3. 
Preventing communicable diseases 
Home and community sanitation 
War against infection and tuberculosis 
4. Tobacco and alcohol 
under the five-year high school plan, 
the tenth grade was 1 1 d 
nc u ed with the eighth and ninth 
In Virginia 
grade, and, therefore, in Cycle I 
or the health education 
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program. The units assigned for s tudy to this grade 
16 
were: 
1. Personal Health Appraisal 
2. Personal Hygiene 
3. Mental Hygiene 
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The eleventh and twelfth grades comprised Cycle II 
and were assigned an advanced unit of each of the following 
areas :17 
Eleventh Grade 
1. Safety and First Aid 
2. Nutrition · 
3. Prevention and control of Disease 
Twelfth Gr~de 
1. Personal Health Appraisal 
2. Personal Hygien& 
3. Mental Health 
In ·\'/est Virginia under the functional curriculum 
in health instruction, there has been developed a unique 
program based on the growth differences , or char acteristi cs 
and the needs , for particular stages of maturity.18 Eight 
areas of instruction based on this newer type of health 
teaching were listed as units : 
16 State Board of Educa t i on, Health Educa tion 
Grades VIII - XII. (Richmond, Virginia : Commonwealth of 
Virginia , Di vision of Purchase and Printing, 1948) p . 9 . 
17 Loc. cit . 
---
18 Wes t Virginia State Department of Education, 
Design for Healthful Living! Teacher's Guide in Health 
Education, Physical Education, Recreation. (Charleston, 
West Virginia : The Department, 1947 } p . 59· 
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1. Personal Care 
2 . Fresh Air, Sunshine and Rest 
3. Correlations of Health Material with School 
Areas of Experience 
4 . The Function of Basic I"laterials 
5. Nutrition Education 
6. Human Relations 
7. Healthful School Living 
8. The Effects of Alcohol and Other Narcotics 
The bulletin in Health and Safety Instruction for 
the State of Wisconsin listed19 the follo\'ling units of 
inStruction as providing a well-rounded program for student 
needs: 
1. Foods 
2 . Safety 
3. Personal Cleanliness 
4. Community Health 
5. Physiology 
6. Emergency Care 
7. Human Biology 
8. Driver Education 
9. Family Living 
The following pattern f or the sel'lior high school 
was suggested where only one course a year could be 
included: 
1. Tenth Grade 
Human Biology 
2. Eleventh Grade 
Driver Education 
3. Twelfth Grade 
Family Living 
19 Committee on Health and Safety Instruction, 
Desirable Outcomes in Health and Safe ty Instruction. 
(Madison, Wisconsin: Wisconsin Sta te Department of Public 
Instruction, 1947) p. 7· 
TABLE V. 
UNITS OF SUBJECT MATTER IN HEALTH INSTRUCTION 
OF SIXTEEN STATE COURSES OF STUDY'!{ 
UlliTS 
Care or Mouth, 
Eyes, Ears 
Care of Skin,Hair, 
Nails * § 
Care of the Siek 
Cell Physiology 
Cboiee or Health 
Advisers 
Clothing * ~ 
Community Hygiene * * 
Disease Prevention * ~ 
Fat igue, Rest 
and Sleep 
First Aid 
Heredity .gnd 
Eugenic s 
Human Anatomy 
Hygiene of Home 
and Group 
Ment a l Hygiene 
Nostrums and 
Quackery 
* * 
* -~ 
Nutriti on and Diet * 
Safety Edueati on * 
Sanitat i on 
Sex Edu~t1.on 
* * 
Tobacco, Alcohol , 
Drugs * * 
Ventil at i on and 
* * * 
* * * 
* ... * 
* 
* * * 
* 
* * ... 
* 
* * * 
* 
* 
* * * * * 
* * * * 
* 
i::· 
* * * 
* * ... * 
* * * 
* * * * * * 
* * * 
* * * * 
* 
* 
* * * * 
* 
.. 
* * 
* ... * * * * * 
* * * 
* 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * * * * * 
* * * 
... .... 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Total 
Fre-
quency 
15 
15 
7 
8 
14 
13 
16 
15 
14 
12 
14 
12 
9 
15 
13 
9 
15 
13 
14 
13 
11 
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A great var iety existed in the number and nature 
of the subject matter content listed in the si.xteen 
courses of study . The units offered ranged in number from 
fi.ve to twenty-four. 
In classifying the units according to the Stanford 
Che ck List20 the following trends were evi.denced: 
1. Those units in which the immediate aspects of 
health were considered r anked highes t in frequency (thirteen 
and above). 
2. Those units in which the more remote aspects 
of health were treated ranked lowes t (below nine). 
In the lower categories also were listed those 
units dealing with detailed technical studies of structure 
and function. 
The accompanying t able a ttempts to present the 
da t a in a more conc ise form. 
20 Terry H. Dearborn, A Check Lis t for the 
Survey of Health and Phys! ca l Education-programs in 
Secondary Schools. (Stanford, California: Stanford 
University Press, 1940) p. 13. 
CHAPTER VII 
THE PROBLEf4 OF l\'IETHOD 
An important phase of the analysis of the content 
of the sixteen courses of study was the examina tion of 
methods suggested as being most effective in presenting the 
subject matter content. These methods and procedures should 
be based on the objectives and purpcses originally stated, 
and develop those habits, a ttitudes and understandings 
which result in consistent good health practice.1 
After consulting the three check lists used as a 
basis for evaluation; the following essentials were 
selected as contributing the most towards making the subject 
matter functional and meaningf ul to the l earner: 
1. The teaching method types , 
2. The l earning acti vities and experiences, 
sugges ted as best furtheri ng effective instruc-
tion, 
a. Teacher-pupil pl anni ng 
b. Communi ty projec t pm•ticipation 
c. ConMunity consultant articipa tion 
1 Nelson L. Bos~in~ , Progress i ve Methods of Teach-
ing in Secondary Schools. (B~ston: Houghton-Mifflin 
Company, 1942) pp. 196-220. 
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d. Field trips and excursions 
e . Evalua tion as growth in practice and 
r eal iza t ion of the original objecti ves. 
(Evaluation here i s considered as an 
i ntegr al part of the teaching unit.) 
CJ\LIPORNIA 
2 In the Cal i fornia Teacher' s Gui de the c ontent wns 
approached by the problem s olvi ng tnethod and the organization 
of the class room as a laboratory was suggested. Each unit 
was developed by student-teacher planning, with the t eacher 
guiding the students to link past experiences to the new 
unit, to give an overvi ew of the new problem., to arouse 
interest, and to develop a pl an of s tudy and uork on the 
new unit. 
Techniques to develop the unders tandings, a ttitudes 
and appreciations, skills and abi lities \·rere ;I.1..:.'"ted a s: 
1. Library research 
2 . D:J.spl ays and audio-visual aids 
3. Field trips and excursions 
4. Constructive, crea tive activitt <.; s 
5. Class , group and panel discussions 
6. Dramatizat ion and r adio programs 
7. Experiments and demonstrations 
8. Writt~n and oral presentation of reports 
9. Notebooks 
2 California Community Health Education Project, 
Teacher's Gui de in Health Education for Secondary Schools. {Sacramento, Cali fornia :calit'ornia St ate Department of 
Education, 1947) pp . 25-27· 
It was suggested that much of the content of the 
problems be divided to be developed by committees . For 
each unit specific activities were listed to aid in solving 
the problems presented by the unit. 
Evaluation was described as ~rowth and measured by 
the participation in tests, r~medial procedures, general-
izations and transitions to other activities. 
IDAHO 
The Guide to Health Education for Idaho High 
Schools3 listed basic principles of lmm1ledges and 
understandings, a ttitudes and appreciat~ons, and skills and 
behavior which should be developed through six major health 
problems. 
With the problem m~thod listed as basic, the course 
of study recommended the following activities: 
1. Research through reading r eference books, text 
books and library books. 
2. Utilizing charts, graphs, maps and posters . 
3. Evaluation of advertisements by participating 
in radio programs, recording of voices, assemb-
ling magazine ads, slides or other illustrative 
materials. ' 
4. Viewing health films \'lith a definite purpose i n 
mind. 
5. Preparing suitable displays or exhibits. 
6. Conducting tours to hospital s, dairy farms and 
other community sources. 
3 State of Idaho, Department of Educat i on, A Guide 
to Health Education for Idaho Schools. (Boise, Idaho: The 
Department, 1948) PP:'Y-16. 
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7. Observing demonstrations and experiments . 
8. Preparing and presenting dramatizations. 
g. Demonstra ting bandaging , artificial respiration 
and other skills. 
10. Organizing and operating clean-up surveys, 
"char m clinics", and other campaigns for 
individual or community improvement. 
In the Idaho course of study evaluation was considered 
an integral part of the teac~ing method. It \'ras suggested 
during the progress and the completion of the unit. 
ICENTUCKY 
Methods of teaching in the Kentucky Basic Health 
Course4 were based on observation of practices in actual 
use in the Kentucky schools. They were: 
1. 
2 . 
3-
4. 
4 
Discussion : 
a . Teacher-group discussion. 
b. P~pil~leader group discussion. 
c. Round-table discussion. 
Activities and Projects: 
a . Based on problem solving techniques 
b. Group and individual. 
c. Utilitze community agencies and facilities . 
Provision of Scientific Material: 
a . State department of health bulletins. 
b. Non-official cooperating health agencies . 
Audio-Visual Instruction: 
a . Graphs, charts, posters, maps made by 
pupil s or secured inexpensively. 
b. Models and specimens . 
c. Films and slides 
Special Lectures and Demonstrations: 
a. Should be integrated 
b. Not be impromptu 
Commonwealth of Kentucky Department of Education, 
Basic Health Course for Secondary Schools of Kentuclsr. 
(Frankfort, KentuckY: The Department, 1948;-pp . 145-7. 
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6. Teacher Example 
7. Evaluation 
a. Surveys 
b. Discuss ions 
c. Reports - both written and oral. 
LOUISIANA 
The understandings, appreciations and attitudes 
desired for the youth of Lou1siana5 were to be developed by 
"approved methods of instructions 11 that "follow the princi-
ples of general education with the use of practical 
activities and problems, discussions, reading and study 
assignments, special lectures, excursions into the community 
and the example set by the teacher." 
Evaluation of student progress was suggested by 
observation of student behav~or and attitudes, as evidence 
of the results of the health instruction. 
MICHIGAN 
In the Michigan bulletin surveys and health reports 
were urged for use in pl anning the instruction to fit the 
needs of the · student and the community. The followi ng 
specific activities and experiences were recommended: 
1. Health Examinations 
2. Talks by local practitioners 
5 School Health Policies Committee, Policies for 
the Health of School Age Children in Louisiana. {Baton--
Rouge, Louisiana: Louis ~na State Departments ~r Education 
and Health, 1949) p. 11. 
3. Planned cafeteria experiences. 
4. Committee projects and problems 
5. Health News in student publications 
6. Carrying on campaigns for special health 
purposes 
7 . Partic ipat i ng on radio programs 
8. Contributing to community health services 
g. Sponsoring heulth protection cl i nics 
10. Managing f i r s t aid and health room services 
The methods suggeste~ are the following: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Using teacher-pupil pl anning . 
Using community health agencies. 
Using health specialists as consultants and 
discussion leaders . 
7g 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Using visual aids, exhibits> charts and other 
teaching aids . 
1· 
8. 
g. 
10. 
Demonstrations follol'red by supervised and applied 
practice. 
Working on solutions tQ local, community, home 
and school health problems. 
Using teachers from other departments for 
assisting on special health problems. 
Giving student~ real experiences with health 
activities i n the school and community. 
Making excursions to see health nativities and 
study health problems . 
Using a wide range of library resource 
materials . 
MINNESOTA 
The curriculum bulletin for Senior High School 
Health6 and Safety Education provided a "functional 11 
approach to method. The initiatory ac tivities were listed 
as "Recognizing the Problem". Here motivati on was to be 
obtained . Considerable student-teacher planning and 
6 State of Minnesota; Department of Education, 
Individual and Community Health. (St. Paul, Minnesota: The 
Department,-r§46) pp. 19-21· 
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discussion was suggested to stimulate interest and localize 
the problem for the state, community, home and school. The 
developmenta l acti vities were called "Developing the 
Problem". Here the tnformat :lonaJ. phase of the unit was 
presented with field trips, library research, surveys, tall<:s 
by experts, preparing reportQ and the actual l'doing" of the 
learning activities. The culminating activities of the 
unit were the "Evaluation" phase . Here the understandings, 
a ttitudes and appreciations, skills and abil i ties inherent 
in the uni.t were summarized. Concrete evidence in actual 
student behavior was stated as the hoped for outcome . 
NEBRASKA 
The resource units which were intended as tne first 
of a series of a Nebraslca Course of Study in Health 
Education also were based on problem solving approach.? 
Definite understandings and knol'tledge to be attained were 
listed followed by the suggested activities which help to 
further these outcomes . Some of these were: 
1. Showing and discussing films 
2 . Reading about and reporting on one phase of the 
unit. Exhibits, :sketches, and dramatiza t i ons 
to contribute to the learning are suggested . 
3. Reports of biographies, : autobiog:i.•aphies of 
scientists in the field of health . 
7 Nebraska School Community Health Program, Resource 
Units in Health Educa tion. (Lincoln!. Nebraska: Nebraska 1 Department of Public Instruct~on, 19~9) pp. 2-8. 
4. Experiments and l aboratory \'1ork 
5. Demons tration 
6. r.ucroscopic examination of specimens 
7. Gross dissection of specimens 
8 . Class, panel, and group discussions 
g. Collection of current articles 
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10 . Writing .for mat ertals and expert information 
11. Listening to tal ks by experts 
12 . Evaluating outcomes such as various collections, 
class summaries , or preparing a complete exhibit 
based on the unit . I~dividual attitudes and 
behaviors shoul d al so be of accept abl e patterns 
NEVADA 
This courne of study follovred t he more traditional 
pattern of unit construction . A s tatement of a ims for the 
unit or course was followed bW a detailed outline of con-
tent .8 Procedures and activities wer e not included . Al-
though the net1er met hods of teaching could be applied they 
were not suggested and it could be used equally well as a 
lecture , acti vity 7 or study outline . 
Standar ds of achievement were indicated a t the end 
of each l arger unit. These appl ied to the knowledge , 
a t titudes, appreciations and abilities as the desired out-
comes . Some of these i t seemed, were to be judged by sub-
jective methods, other s by more or l ess objective methods 
of evaluation. 
8 State of Nevada, Department of Education, High 
School Course of Studz BookY!· (Carson City, Nevada : The 
Department, 193'1f) pp. 5::-rg:--
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NOR'l'H DAKOTA 
No special methods or activities for presenting 
health instr,uction were outlined in thi s tentative course 
or study for tne state of North Dakota. 
OREGON 
The Oregon guide for health instruction presented 
the more comprehens i ve type of pl an of activities and 
procedures.9 
The introduction was well planned to initiate the 
study of the unit by presenting the teacher with an over-
view of the contents. The subject of the unit a s it 
applied to the level of mat urity and needs for the particu-
l ar grade was here reviewed .. The outline following liste.d 
the content t'lith the common baste activities listed as: 
1. 'I'he 111nitiating11 activities 
2 . The "bas ic" activi t ies 
3. 11Culminating" activities 
In the uinitiating11 phase motivation was provided 
through discussion and viewing of films . 11Basic" student 
activities were considered next as the 11 developmentul 11 
phase . Much participation in discussion; construction; 
9 Howard s. Hoyman, Health-Guide Units for Oregon 
Teachers . (Sal em, Oregon : E. c. Brown Trust, University of 
OregonL~edical School, 1945) pp . 20-9. 
formula t i on or r ules, l ist s and outli nes ; demonstration 
and the 1 ike \<Jere pr oposed . Here t he actual l earning 
s i t uat i on l'Jas provi ded t hrough an i ntensive pr ogr am of 
var ious activi t ies . The cul minati ng act i vi ties Here 
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described as summar izing experience in some for m of s tudent 
organized activi ty such as dr amat izati on s~its, demonstra -
tions , papers and the l i ke. Evaluat i on \'las achi eved through 
1. Obser va t ion of s t udent behavior- c:md act ions 
2. vr i tten ex~minattons 
3. I nterpreta t ions of tabular, gr~phic or 
pictoria l mat erial 
4. Reac t ions t o health belief s and pr actices 
5. Vocabul ar y t est s 
PENNSYLVANI A 
Each unlt in the Course o.f Study in Health Edue:.l -
t i on10 presented nn organtzatton of a series o.r pupi l 
activit ies clus t ered ar ovnd a central purpose. These 
appeared to t ake the form of problems, pr o j ects , experiments 
or investiga t ions . The essent ial elements or t he pl an of 
pr ocedure recommended by t he course of s tudy wer e: 
1. The i ntroduction or appr oach t o moti va te the 
lear ni ng, and 
2 . The desired outcomes i n the t er ms of 
a . Pr actices 
b. Att i t udes 
c. Knowl edges 
The acti vi t ies suggested i ncluded: 
10 Commom'lea l th of Pennsylvania , Department of 
Public Ins t r uct ion> Course of Study in Health ·ucut ion. 
(Har risbur g , Pennsyl vani a : The Depart ment , 194 pp. 17-26. 
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1. Keeping of r ecords 
2 . Visiting community aeencies, business houses, 
facilities and factories 
3. Experiments and observations 
4. Studies vri th written or oral reportz 
5. Hr i t ing to sta t e and local health .2genc i es 
6 . I nviting and listening to outside speakers 
7 . Arrang ing demonstrat1-ons Tmd exhibi ts 
8 . Fil m and s l i de sho\'t'Lng and discussion 
9. Class, group and panel discus~ions 
10. Commi ttee surveys and reports 
11. Collection of bulletin board_, scr~p books and 
posters. (The keeping of notebooks it is stated 
us m~re copyi ng of t extbooks or t eacher lec-
tures cannot be just l fted in the ter-ms of the 
lear~ing p~ocess ) 
Evaluation: 
This was obta i ned by l'tri tten lmo'tllledge tests, by 
observa t ion of improvement in skills, hubits , attitudes and 
behavio~ in particular health sit uations. 
TEXAS 
The met hods suggested in the Texas Course of 
Studyll listed certain achieVP.ment s t andards and specific 
teaching methods nnd learnj.ng nctlvit ies for each un:tt . 
Among the teach'tng methods l in t ed l"lere : 
1. Teacher- pupil pl anntng and or ganization 
2 . Microscopic examination 
3. Films and other v isual aids 
l~. Experiments and dissection 
5 . Discussion 
a . Class 
b. Panel 
c. Forum 
11 David K. Brace , Health _and Physical Education 
for Junior and Seniol" Y§~h Schools . -rNe1.>t York:. A. S. 
Barnes and Company, 19 pp . 28-30· 
6. Field trips and individual visits 
7. Dramatics and r a dio programs 
8. Library and class r eading of references 
g. Oral nnd written reports 
10. Mock tri a l s 
11 . Teacher i nf'ormnl l cc tnrcn Lt:J ing blackboard 
12 . Displays and exhi bits 
13. Descriptive composition and outlines 
14 . Llsts of rules and making of schedules 
15. Class surveyti 
16. r4ak ing outlines and keeping notebooks 
The activities named closel y paralleled the 
suggested methods in p::.-·eceding courses of study of the 
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comprehensi ve type . This cotase of study presented a varied 
and comprehens ive list of student activities thus providing 
for individual differences. Emphasls ~ms pl aced em the 
part icipation of students in school and eommunity health 
projects. 
The culminating activities a lso evidenced a great 
var l ety of evaluating experi ences and was obta ined through 
written tests ~ summaries and obuervation or student hea lth 
behavior and improvement of health records. 
VERMONT 
The Curriculum in health i nstruction placed the 
empha sis of teaching on the ~:~,·owth of the individual and 
d ~1 · t d d th ~ listed •12 A ti i some e.1. nJ. e proce ures an me oCis l'rere c v -
ties sugeested were: 
--------
12 ~tate Department of Educo.tion Curriculum Bulle-
tin, Health and ~~sical Educati.on. (r-iontpelier ~ Vermont: 
The Department, 19 9) p. 7. 
1. A Student Her.::lth Council 
2 . High school newspaper health section to des-
cribe health projects, surveys, field trips 
and communtty activ-!.ties in which students 
parti.c ipate 
3. Dullcttn board.: other di:Jpl oys and exhibit s, 
fll ms 
4 . ,,s smebl tes 
5. Home r oom pr ogr ams 
The evalua t i on rccormnended tncluded : 
1 . Improvement i n health s t at1s 
2 . :Jelf ev.:1lu~tion t e::Jts i n eating hab i ts, 
good 0 roor.L:i ng and other routlne pr ac ttces 3. The phy.oical examinat ion and follow up 
4 . A WOl"king knm·:ledge of' health facts 
VIRGINIA 
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Each unit presented in t his course of s tudy included 
an overview and suggested pr oblems to be developed by the 
class in relation t o thetr own s i tua tion. 13 The bas ic 
content did not s uggeot definite teachi ng methods but 
provided a flexible but comp~ehensivc outli ne . ~erms and 
concepts to be dcvcl:>ped \-rcrc lis t ed and the folloui.ng 
a ctivities were suggested: 
1. Discusoion 
2 . Viewing films 
3. Invit ing spec ialists for lectures 
4. Demonstrations 
5· Exbibtta 
6. Pra ctic ing skill o 
7. Drcml ue; plans , slwtches and dlagrams 
8 . Giving oral and ~~1tten reports 
l3 Stuto Doard of EJucation~ Health Education 
Grades VIII-XII. (RichmondJ Virginia : Commom;caJ.th of' 
Virginia 1 Division of PQr chase and Printing~ 1948 ) pp. 13-19. 
9. Fteld trips and visits 
10. Experiments 
11. Keeping charts and records 
12. Library research 
13 .. Plannitlg outl :i..nes, schedules , cr i teria and 
surv~ys 
14. vlr iting for ma t erial s 
15 . Bullct1n board clipplngs and posters 
Evaluat ion was prcsen1ted i n the observation of 
evidence in s t udents thAt : 
1 . Under•standing of health fac ts and processes 
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in present t hrough oral £:nd trr i tten expression. 
2 . Pract i ces helping pos1.t1vc health have been 
developed . 
3 . Loca l a nd sta t e health programs are undel'S tood 
ond complied wit h 
4. Exerc i ses good j udgment t'lhen he h imseli' or 
others ~n his care are ill or injured 
5· Reveals by hLs attitudes an abil ity to fuce 
real i ties of l ife and use t he s c ient ific 
approach it the Bolution of probl ems 
HEST VIRG D IA 
The a c t 1.v J. t1es sugges ted in t he ticst Vl r ginia14 
bullet i n provided practice i n every day exper i ences i n 
health . The selection of activ lties Nas of great va1~1ety 
to provide for individual differences ; and motivation was 
achieved by student t eacher pl anning . The emphaeis on the 
functional and practical aspects of health sugges ted read-
ing as serving as a basis oi.' tnvcstigat ion for the ndoing" 
l 4 \·es t VtrgJ nia State Department of Education, 
DesiB;n for £Ic_p} thful JJ i v.in c A Teacher ~ s Guide in Health 
Educa tion, PhY:sica l Et:ucation,, Recreation. {Charleston, 
\•les t V .rg1.nia : The De}>artment.. 19Wr) pp . 9'7 -102 . 
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part of the projects . The West Virginia curriculum as 
stated before, consisted of a "child centered" curriculum. 
It presented an orderly arrangement of activities designed 
to produce better integrated ways of thinking and living . 
The end product, superior ~djustment and efficient 
l iving, was therefore1 the basis on which evaluation was 
determined. 
WISCONSIN 
The Wisconsin plan because it concentrated on only 
one area of health in each year of the secondary school, 
suggested tha t much pre-planning by the t eacher was 
necessary.l5 Teacher-student plannine to organize the 
instruction effectively was al so considered of utmost 
importance . No special procedures and activities were 
suggested, but the desired understandings, knol'rledge, 
habits and practices, attitudes and appreciat ions were 
listed for each of the fifteen areas of study included 
in the bulletin. 
l5 Committee on Health and Safety Instruction, 
Desirable Outcomes in Health and Safety Instruction . 
(r.tadison, Wisconsin:\'lisconsi n State Department of Public 
Instruction, 1947) pp . 7-8. 
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SUMMARY 
Of the sixteen courses of study, fourteen favored 
the problem method in presenting.the units of health subject 
matter. Thirteen also listed the proJect and discussion 
types as valuable in developing the instruction. It was 
apparent, therefore, that in most cases a combination of all 
three methods would be cons i dered as the most effective 
procedure in presenting the instruction. Definite recommen-
dations for audi-visual teaching were evident in twelve 
bulletins while the laboratory experiment and the demonstra-
tion were suggested by eleven as most effective for certain 
types of learning. The lecture method was listed in only 
six, this in cases where visiting lecturers presented 
materials not available in other forms, or when units were 
introduced by the teacher. In both cases , .class discussion 
and questions were suggested as a follow-up. 
In the listing of activities and experiences 
considered most effective in teaching health, considerable 
agreement seemed to exist. Teacher-pupil planning as a 
basis for motivation was considered essential in fourteen 
of the courses of study. Fifteen listed evaluation as a 
definite growth in the attitudes and habits of the indivi-
dual as the real test of the instruction and included this 
as well as other testing devices in the units themselves. 
Community projects and problems as a basis for 
develop'llng an awareness of group responsibility were 
suggested in fourteen , while field trips and talks by 
representatives of local health agencies were l isted by 
thirteen. 
In general the agreement on these activities 
seemed to indicate a greater awareness of the importance 
of the school community approach to healthful living . 
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The wide choice of activities provided in all but three of 
the bulletins indicated a greater provision for individual 
differences. 
The tables included enabled the investigator to 
classify the data as to methoms and activities in more 
conci se form. 
TABLE VI 
~rniTHODS OF INSTRUCTION 
ACTIVITIES AND EXPERIENCES SUGGESTED TO FURTHER EFFECTIV""E HEALTH INSTRUCTIOU 
Evaluation as 
Teacher-Pupil Community Community Field Student Practices 
State Planning Projects Consultants Trips and Behavior 
California * * * * * Idaho 
* * * * * Kent ucky 
* * * * * Louisiana * * * * * Michigan 
* * * * * Minnesota 
* * * * * Nebraska * * * 'X· * Nevada 
No1·th Dakota ·X. 
Oregon * * * * * Pennsylvania 
* * * * * Texas 
* * * * 
.X· 
Vermont 
* * * 
]Eo 
* Virginia 
* * * * 
·l-
West Virginia 
* * * * * Wisconsin 
* * * 
14 14 13 13 15 
TABLE VII 
METHODS OF INSTRUCTION SUGGESTED 
IN SIXTZEH ST,\TE COURSES OF STUDY IN HEALTH EDUCATION 
State Lecture La bora- Problem Project Discus - Demcnstra- Audio-
tory sion tion Visual 
California ... * * * * * Idaho 
* * 
.. 
* * * Kentucky ... 
* * * * * Louisiana 
* * * Nichigan 'I· 
* * 
... 
* * Minnesota 
* 
... 
* * * * * Nebraska 
* * * * * * 
-+:· 
Nevada 
North Dakota 
Oregon 
* * * 
t:· 
* * * Pennsylvania 
* * * * * ·• Texas 
* * * * * * * Vermont 
* * 
«· 
* * Virginia 
* * * * * * West Virginia 
* * * * * * Wisconsin 
* * 
6 11 14 13 13 11 12 
CHAPTER VIII 
MATERIALS 
The survey of state courses of study was . completed 
with an analysis of text books and other materials used to 
implement the instruction. Criteria for this purpose were 
adapted from the Evaluation Criteria on Health and Safety 
of the Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards.1 
These were: 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4. 
s. 
6 . 
7-
8. 
g. 
A variety of text books adapted to the reading 
levels of the pupils 
A variety of reference materials 
Current periodicals pertaining to health and 
safety instruction 
Published materials of business and industry 
that pertain to health and safety instruction 
Audio aids 
Films and other visual materials 
~amphlets and booklets from such sources as 
the National Society Counc i l and the Red Cross 
Teacher-prepared ~aterials (such as study 
guides) 
Illustrative materials from the field of 
health and safety developed by l ocal organizations 
The accompanying t able was devised from the ehec~ 
2 list constructed by Dearborn. 
1 Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards, 
Eval uation Criteria D-7, HealtH). and Safet~> {l.'ashington,. ( 
D. D., The American Council on Education, 195C) p . 113. 
2 Terry H. Dearborn_, A Check Li st for the Survey o:f 
Health and' Physical Education Programs i n Secondary Scfiool87 
(Sacramento, Ca l ifornia: California State Department o~ 
Education, 1947) p . 28 . 
I 
I 
J 
I 
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The various types of materials used in the 
California3 guide were listed a t the end of each individual 
teaching unit. These were: 
1 . References i'or Teachers 
2. References for Students 
3. Visual a ids such as charts and posters 
4. Motion pictures 
5. Film strips and s lides 
6. Models 
7. Exhibits and other free materials 
The sampling of these materials seemed adequate 
for the units and since the3e were listed at the end of 
each unit seemed readily available for organization 
purposes . 
4 The Idaho Guide inserted the section listing in-
structional materials between the activities of the unit 
and the evaluations suggested. Here also they seemed more 
directly avail able than if appended to the entire course 
of s tudy. It listed films and charts, sources of inexpen-
.<:>iv~ materials and combined the teacher and student 
references. 
The suggested instructional materials or the Ken-
tucky5 course of study were pre~ented a t the close of the 
unit. They included teacher references as separate from 
4 St ate of Idaho, Department of Edlcatton, A Guide ·~ 
to Health Educa tion for Idaho Schools . (Boise, Idaho : The 
Department , 1948) pp:'f-16. -
5 Commonv1eal th of Kentucky, Department of' 
Education, Basic Health Course f or Secondary Schools of 
Kentuc~. (Frankfort, Kentucky : The Department, 194Br-
pp. 155-6. 
i 
~\ 
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student references. Films and free and inexpensive mater-
ials were also listed. 
No definite health references were listed i n the 
Louisiana course of study. Health texts were mentioned, 
however, as serving as teaching guides. 
A complete bibliography of health references was 
appended to the Michiga.n health and instruction bulletin.6 
These included books, pamphlets and lists of agencies. It 
was , however, entirely a teacher reference list. Mention was 
made of ways of implementing the instruction thr~ugh models 
and poaters, but no specific sources or items were mentioned. 
The teacher and student references suggested in the 
P.linnesota course of study7 \'Tere introduced near the begin-
ning of each teaching unit following the overview of the 
problem. Sources .of free and inexpensive materials and 
films were listed, also for each specific topic under 
discussion. 
Both resource un~ts prepsred for health instruction 
in the Nebraska schools presented the basic references in 
6 Department of Public Instruction, Health Education 
in Secondary Schools. (Lansing, Michigan: The Superintendent 
of Public Instruction, 1947) pp. 68-74. 
7 State of Minnesota, Department of Education, 
Individual and Communit~ Health. (St. Paul, Minnesota: The 
Department,-r§46) pp. 5-2. ' 
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the context and at the end o~ the units.8 Films and other 
visual aids were listed and their sources indicated. 
In the Nevada course of study only lists o~ text-
book references were offered. 9 These w·ere placed at the end 
of each unit. It 1as suggested, however, that periodicals 
and library re~erences be utilized also rather than attempt-
ing to confine tl)e instruction to a single textbook. 
A bibliography was included at the end of the North 
Dakota bulletin. 10 Since this tentative course of study 
dealt very little with actual health instruction, not many 
health references \'lere noted. 
The teaching materials in the Oregon Health Guide 
\'1ere placed at the end of each unit. 11 They uere outlined 
as: 
1. State adopted textbooks 
2. Basic texts and pamphlets 
3. Supplementary re.ferenccs 
4. Basic Films and graphic materials 
8 Nebraska School Community Health Program, Resource 
Units in Health Education. (Lincoln, Nebraska: Nebraska 
Depnrtrnent of Public.Instruction, 194~) pp . 9-10 . 
9 State of Nevada, De artment of Education High 
School Course of Study Book V • Carson City, Nevada: The 
Department, 1934) pp. -19 . 
10 Department of Public Instruction, Health Educa-
tion in Secondar'} Schools. (Bismarck, Uar th Dcuwta: The 
Department, 1950 pp. 55-59. 
11 Howard s. Hoyman, Health-Guide Units for Oregon 
Teachers. (Salem, Oregon: E. c. Brown Trust, University of 
Oregon Medical School, 1945) pp. 29-33 . 
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A consistent effort seemed evident in coordinating 
the visual aids \'11th the instruction. 
12 The instructional materials of the Pennsylvania 
course of study were listed in the appendix rather than at 
the end of each unit. These were listed as teacher and 
pupil references and visual aids. Sources of free and 
inexpensive materials and the visual aids were also listed. 
The bibliography of each unit in the Texas Course of 
Study contained both teacher and student references and a 
complete list of films. 13 The appendix of the book also 
listed the producers of the films as well as the sources of 
other teaching materials. 
A short teacher bibliography and list or films, film 
strips and recordings were found listed on the last pages of 
14 the Vermont Curriculum Bulletin. These were not assigned 
to any particular unit since this bulletin did not present 
the complete units, merely suggesting methods and materials 
to be inc l uded . 
12 Commom1eal th of Pennsylvania, Department of 
Public Instruction, Course of Study in Health Education. 
(Harrisburg, Pennsylvania: The Department, 1944) pp. 18-31. 
13 David K. Brace, Health and Physical Education 
for Junior and Senior ~igh Schools·. --rNe\7 York: A .s. Barnes 
and Company -;-192~8 ) p. 9 • 
14 State Department of Education, Curriculum Bulle-
tin Health and Physical Education. {Montpelier, Vermont: 
The Department, 1949) p. 12 . ·-
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The Virginia course of study placed the bibliography 
of teaching materials in the introduction of the bulletin. 15 
Films, basal textbooks, teacher references and student 
references were listed here for each cycle. A chart 
classifying the free and inexpensive materials as to units 
and sources was included. 
Th0 third section of the West Virginia bulletin 
16 included the instructional program. Only a brief teacher 
bibliography \'las listed at the end of each unit. Although 
the use of supplementary materials, films and other teaching 
aids \':as recommended as essential,. no lists of materials 
were tnclud0d. 
No basic teac~ing materials were discussed in the 
Wisconsin bulletin. This guide was expressed in the terms 
of outcomes and presented the philosophical basis for the 
instructional program. It did not present the practical 
asnects of the actual teaching situation and from this 
standpoint could not be considered a course of study. 
Resource units based on this framework were in stage of 
l5 State Board of Education, Health.Educatlon Grades 
VIII - XII. (Richmond, Virginia: Common\tealth of Virginia, 
Divisionof Purchase and Printing, 1948) PlJ· ~5-44. -
16 West Virginia State Department of Education, 
Design for Healthful Living, A Teacher • ~ Guide Jn Health 
Education Physical Education Recreation . {Charleston, \'lest 
Virginia: ~he Dcpartn1t:nt, 194'7) p. 99 . 
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preparation it was stated. A short teacher bibliography was 
included in a companion bulletin.17 
Through this survey of state bulletins on health 
instruct1on it appeared that the teaching materials as the 
tools of tbe instructional progt•am should be included in 
the courcc of study. A mere complete picture of the instruc-
tion in the state was rassible \'There these were definitely 
stated and fully listed. ~fl1eve these lists we~e included 
directly ~ith each unit a greater practical use seemed 
possible. 
There seemed to be a general agreement that teacher 
l"Cf'erences '~ere important since fifteen of the bulletins 
listed these. Eleven listed the student references separate-
ly. Definite 1nention :>f the t:ttilization of films, models and 
charts ilere made by eleven of the courses of study . Study 
guides as important to the ~eaching process were listed in 
ten. Holrever, much greater emphasis was placed on these in 
some bulletins than in others. 
The accompanying table presents the data as it 
appeared in the bulletins. !n the case of the West Virginia 
bulletin , specific titles for the materials were not listed, 
but since extensive suggestions for the utilization of the 
materials \'Eere apparent, it seemed best to include ti1ese . 
l7 Wisconsin Cooperat ive School Health Program, 
"Gutdes for Better School Health" Bulletin No. 1 The Road to 
School Health . (Madison, \'Jiscons t n: The Wisconsin State -
Department of Public Instruction, 1948) p. 20 . 
State 
California 
Idaho 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Michigan 
f.Unnesot a 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
North Dal<:ot a 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Texas 
Vermont 
Virginia 
\vest Virginia 
\'lisconsin 
TABLE VIII 
MATERIALS SUGGESTED FOR HEALTH INSTRUCTION 
IN SIXTEEN STATE COL~SES OF STUDY 
Reading References Files and Y.lodels and 
Teacher Pupil Slides Specimens 
* * * 
.. 
* * * 
.. 
* * * * 
·ll-
* * * 
* * * * 
* 
* * 
* 
* * * ·• 
* * * * 
* * * * 
* * 
* * 
·)to ·)(-
* ·• * * 
15 11 12 11 
Chartc and Study 
Posters Guides 
* * 
,' * * 
" \ 
* * 
* 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
11 10 
CH!tPTElt IX 
Sm~Y AIID SOf·lE COUCLUSIOIJS 
'l'he purpose Of thts AlJtUdy ttllS to Gurvey the COtu-30 
content or ntxtecn et~te courses of study tn health educa-
tion :tn the hte;h cchool. 'l'he couraefl of· study or the follow ... 
1nz 3totea t-rc:t:'e 1ncludcd 'ln the surveyt 
1. Caltfornta 
2. Idaho 
"" 
.;)• ~ntucky 
4 .. Lnu1s1ane 
5 .. r~tcntean 
6. ! lnnonotu 
1- iicbi:as:t 
8. Nevada 
9· !torth Dakota 
10 Or\~~cn 
11. Penneyl Vi.lnta 
1'' .. Texas 
r> 
-·· 
Ver "'nt 
11~. Vtrr;tnta 
15. t~est V ... rginia 
16. Wisconsin 
~heae sixteen courses of study were analyzed in 
accordance wtth the following crttorla: 
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1. Evaluative Criteria, Section D-7 Health and 
Safety of the Cooperative Study of Secondary 
School Standards of the American Council on 
Education, Washington, D. c. 
2. A check list for the Survey of Health and 
Physical Education Programs in Secondary Schools, 
by Terry H. Dearborn. Stanford University Press, 
Stanford, California. 
3· A check list for surveying the Secondary School 
Health Program. Bulletin No. 346 published by 
Eugene B. Elliott, Superintendent of Public 
Instruction, Lansing, Michigan. 
The following details of content were considered in 
this survey: 
1. Organization 
2 . Objectives 
3. Units of subject matter 
4. Method including activities and evaluation 
5. Materials 
All statements of organization of course, objectives 
and the other topics under discussion were taken from the 
bulletins in the original form. These were tabulated as to 
occurrence of frequency by courses of study. 
Under course organizat ion a trend toward teaching 
health as a separate sub ject was apparent from this survey. 
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Sixteen of the courses consulted recommended this 
type of planned instruction, thirteen definitely providing 
for grade placement and eleven designating the minimum 
number or periods per week and number or semesters. A 
trend toward daily class meetings 11as discerned in eight 
courses of study. This concentrated type of instruction was 
especially evident in those courses of study that provided 
a planned program of sequential topics. 
The cycle pattern of reviewing the subject matter 
periodically and at a higher level or integration was appar-
ent in six courses or study. In only two cases was one 
semester or health instruction considered sufficient~ 
Cooperative staff planning was recognized as an 
important factor in implementing the actual instruction in 
eleven of the sixteen, correlation and integration to 
supplement the direct instruction thus being achieved . 
In the statement or objectives only the general 
objectives or aims of health instruction were included since 
most authorities consulted implied that the specific objec-
tives should be developed in terms of the specific needs of 
the locality and learner. 
Through this survey it appeared that objecttves 
relating to self-realization 1ere considered or greater im-
portance than those relating to human-relationship, civic 
responsiblity or economic efficiency. ~Jhether this trend is 
indicative of an increased emPhasis on the ccntribution or 
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the individual it was not possible to discern from this 
study. It is probable that further studies would suggest 
that objectives of human relationah~and civic responsibility 
are actually of greater value. 
In the~on or items of subject matter, the 
Stanford Check List was used since this provided the most 
practical method of surveying the content. A great variety 
of expression of the items ot subject matter was apparent in 
the courses of study investigated in this survey. The number 
of definite units suggested ranged from five to twenty-four. 
Units based on immejiate health needs ranked highest in fre-
quency while those reflecting more remote needs were listed 
least frequently. 
Some overlapping in content may have occurred in 
this listing of units; it seemed that a more exact classi-
fication in future check lists would remedy this situation. 
Under the Problem of Method, teaching procedures, 
activities and evaluation were considered. The teaching 
procedures proposed in the sixteen state courses of study 
revealed a trend toward more student planned activity and 
less teacher domination of the learning situation. A posi-
tive effort was indicated to further student participation 
in community surveys and projects , in order to develop an 
awareness or personal responsibility for the general welfare. 
Twel ve of the sixteen courses made definite provision for 
i~~lement1ng these factors, wtil a two suggest~d possibilities 
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and only two failed to mention it as important. Evaluation 
of learnings in most cases ,.,as included \'lith teaching method 
and carried on with th~ actual development of the projects 
or problems, rather than being merely appended at the end 
of the unit as testing for factual concepts. A great variety 
of interpretation of the direct type of health instruction 
was evident, the laboratory, problem method, discussion and 
project method, being equally well distributed . Lectures, 
unless given by visiting experts in the field of medicine, 
were not suggested and where used 1ere initiatory to the 
unit or problem for purpose of explanation and planning. 
Even here student discussi.on lias planned for as a follo\'1 
up, to clear up statement of visiting lecturers or explana-
tions of the instructors. 
The wide choice of activities presented in these 
courses of study indicated a greater provision for individual 
differences. 
From the evidence presented by this survey it appeared 
that materials of instruction should be included in the 
course of study, preferably within the context of the various 
units. The trend to recognize audio-visual materials as a 
definite requirement was evident in twelve of the bulletins 
analyzed, visual materials heremcluding models, charts, 
posters and other illustrative materials. The tabulation or 
teaching material concluded the analysis of the dataw 
This survey of sixteen atate courses of study 
revealed in part the trends of course content in subject 
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matter, organization, meth1..'ds and materials that obtained 
in the states included in the study. In this cross-
sectional study no great regional differences in content 
were observed. In general the trend tended toward improve-
ment and revision of the existing instruction in the 
community. 
A particularly wholesome trend was apparent in the 
emphasis on the particular needs of the child for his 
locality and at his particular stage of development. 
In conclusion it may be stated that only one 
course of study could definitely be classed as "traditional" 
in terms of content, method, and lack of varied activities 
based on student interest. At the other end of the scale 
were observed the 11child centered" courses of atudy with a 
great variety or interesting aot1~1ttea, guidance by the 
teacher in fulfilling needs of the individuals , and peraon-
ality integration the goal . 
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